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Abstract 

 

 

Synthesis, Characterization, and Electrochemical Properties of Metallophthalocyanines for 

Use in Energy Storage Applications 

by 

 

Madeline Peterson 

 

Phthalocyanines are a well-studied class of organic macrocycles with interesting 

photochemical and electrochemical properties that have applications in chemical sensing, 

energy storage, and solar energy conversion. We aim to correlate the identity of the metal 

center with the electronic properties and redox behavior of phthalocyanine complexes. We first 

describe the synthesis and characterization of a series of soluble first-row transition metal 

phthalocyanines complexes. This work focused on elucidating how the identity of the metal 

center shapes the electrochemical behavior of these complexes. Particular attention was paid 

to the role of axial ligation and its effects the phthalocyanines complexes’ electrochemistry. It 

was found that axial ligation of the early transitions metal (V, Cr, Mn, and Fe) either through 

synthetic modification or solvent choice led to an increase in reversibility. While the late 

transition metals (Co, Ni, and Cu) demonstrated behavior consistent with adsorption onto the 

electrode surface which we attribute to their planarity. We proceeded to investigate in detail 

the interaction of a cobalt phthalocyanine complex with electrode surfaces using 

electrochemical techniques with the intention of forming electrochemically-modified surfaces. 



 ix 

We found that the adsorptive behavior of our cobalt complex could be controlled through axial 

interaction with O2 and full surface modification was possible through repetitive cyclic 

voltammetry scanning. 

We then aimed to correlate the solution-state electrochemical behavior of our metal 

phthalocyanine complex with their ability to function as charge carriers in a redox flow battery. 

A redox flow battery architecture with a conductive carbon additive was then used to compare 

the utility of our soluble metal phthalocyanine complexes with commercially available 

phthalocyanines complexes that demonstrate low solubility in most common solvents. It was 

found that the use of a conductive carbon additive allowed for the relatively insoluble 

phthalocyanine complexes to behave as effective charge carriers and we demonstrated that 

commercially available PcM complexes (PcVO, PcFe, and Pc Ni) could be used in this 

architecture with good efficiency metrics. 

Finally, the optical and electronic properties of a manganese nitride phthalocyanine complex 

in both solution and thin films were investigated to determine its utility in organic electronics. 

It was found that while the complex displayed favorably red-shifted absorbance and energy 

levels however the excited-state lifetimes were short. 
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1.1 U.S. Energy Production and Grid-Scale Energy Storage 

1.1.1 Overview of U.S. Energy Production 

With the rapid expansion of new and more efficient energy technologies1, concerns 

over both mitigation of climate change2, and creating a system robust to cyber attacks3 the 

modernization of energy grids has become a top priority globally. This requires a shift in 

energy production from traditional fossil fuel-based systems to higher levels of renewable 

energy  in order to expand the reach of distributed energy resources (DER), such as 

photovoltaics (PV), thus increasing grid security while limiting the damage done by climate 

change and CO2 emissions. Contrary to this goal there is still a heavy reliance on fossil fuels 

and over the past decade global energy consumption has increased — growing by 2.3% in 

2018, including high demand for fossil fuel based sources which accounted for 70% of the 

growth in demand.4 Even after unexpected contraction of global energy demand, which fell by 

4%, in 2020 the initial data for 2021 indicates a rebound of 4.6% pushing it above pre-

pandemic levels.5 This is combined with rising global emissions, increasing to a peak growth 

of 1.7% in 2018 with 33.1 Gt CO2 emissions with the overall concentration of atmospheric 

CO2 at a high of 412.5 ppm in 2020.5 The largest CO2 contributor globally is coal burning 

while the U.S. shows particularly high demand for natural gas — 2020 showing the biggest 

jump in U.S. consumption of natural gas since 1971.4 

While the continued reliance on fossil fuels is daunting, renewable energy reached 29% 

of global electricity generation in 2020. Two-thirds of that growth come from solar and wind 

generation which are expected to grow by 18% and 17% respectively, the fastest increase on 

record since the 1970s.5 A primary driver for this change is the sharp decrease in cost 

particularly for solar energy generation, which has already hit targets from the U.S. Department 
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of Energy 2020 SunShot program6, 7  and are on track to achieve the 2030 SunShot goal of 

$0.03/kWh at the utility scale.8 

The shift to a more modern grid is not trivial and requires an overhaul of current U.S. 

energy production to accommodate high levels of penetration from the fastest growing 

renewable energy sources, solar and wind. There is concern that renewable energy growth is 

not sufficient to drive down the share of fossil fuels to limit CO2 emissions to the necessary 

levels.9 One primary reason being these sources are variable generation (VG) sources meaning 

the amount of output depends on environmental conditions such as time of day, time of year, 

location, and weather. Estimates indicate the need for an 80% reduction in CO2 emission by 

2050 and the energy sector to be carbon-neutral by the end of this century to stabilize and 

mitigate the effects of global temperature increases.10-12 There are several factors currently 

limiting the incorporation of more VG sources and shifting to a grid with higher levels of DER: 

a slow shift away from baseload generators with a minimum generation constraint; the need to 

ensure transmission interconnection between all major U.S. grids; strategies for inclusion of 

both VG renewables (e.g., wind and solar photovoltaics) and dispatchable renewables (e.g., 

hydroelectric); the curtailing of VG sources; and ramping up available energy storage to 

address the supply and demand mismatch of VG renewables.11 These  constraints highlight 

that a grid capable of sustaining high levels of renewable energy is both highly flexible and 

responsive with capabilities to monitor and shift energy output accordingly as VG output 

changes.13, 14 One of the key points in the creation of a more flexible grid than is currently 

implemented is the need for a drastic increase in grid-scale energy storage in order to meet our 

renewable energy generation goals.15  

1.1.2 Comparison of Technologies for U.S. Grid-Scale Energy Storage 
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While it is understood that more electrical energy storage (EES) is urgently needed, 

current integration is lacking. The U.S. has an annual generation capacity of 1100GW while 

the total storage capacity is only 24.2GW, meaning roughly 2.2% of energy generated in the 

U.S. is ever stored.16-18 The vast majority of current storage capacity is both geographically 

concentrated19 (with California implementing the most storage capacity in the U.S.) and 

technologically monolithic12. In order to better modernize our grid and increase our energy 

storage capabilities, we must expand and diversify our offerings of potential storage mediums. 

There are a variety of potential technologies able to fill this void: physical, mechanical, 

thermal, chemical, and electrochemical.12 It is worth noting here that there is no one perfect 

energy storage medium and not every technology needs to serve every purpose— pumped 

hydroelectric storage is best served at large scales for bulk power management whereas 

lithium-ion batteries are well suited for consumer-scale energy storage.20  

Therefore, it is worth looking at where there are technological gaps that must be filled to 

increase EES. One of the main problems facing the implementation of EES is that there are 

few technologies able to appropriately scale to levels suitable for bulk power management by 

utility companies. The only technologies currently deployed at this level are pumped 

hydroelectric and compressed air energy storage12; however, as they have specific 

geographical needs, their expansion of installed capacity to the necessary levels is limited. The 

most common energy storage implemented in the US currently, is pumped hydropower, which 

represents over 95% of the energy storage currently installed and is one of the most common 

options for long-duration energy storage.16, 21 Pumped hydropower offers the potential for high 

capacity, high round-trip efficiency (70-80%), and relatively inexpensive energy storage ($20 

kWh-1)22, 23, however, there are concerns over future expansion as the technology requires 
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specific geographic sites for its installation24. This limitation prevents pumped hydropower 

storage from being used particularly in urban areas. This leaves a gap of utility scale stationary 

energy storage that must be filled by new technologies. Redox flow batteries (RFBs) are a 

promising solution for long-duration energy storage, due to their simple design, long life-times, 

relatively high round-trip efficiencies, and decoupled energy capacity and power.25-28 RFBs 

offer similar round trip efficiencies (65-80%) and more geographic flexibility in comparison 

to pumped hydropower, however, they are limited by their relatively high costs ($40-200 kWh-

1)23. Reducing the cost of RFBs is one of the most important ways of ensuring they are 

competitive as an energy storage technology. 

1.1.3 Redox Flow Batteries 

The focus on batteries capable of efficiently scaling to the utility-scale has increased 

interest in RFBs, a technology first proposed in Japan in the 1970s, that may be capable of 

meeting the needs detailed above.25 Most commonly used commercially batteries (e.g., 

lithium-ion) have their electroactive components integrated into the electrode.29 In RFBs, the 

energy storage and energy conversion are decoupled with the electroactive component, or 

charge carrier (CC), dissolved and stored in separate tanks until energy conversion (either 

charge or discharge) is needed, upon which it is passed through flow-field electrodes capable 

of transferring charge with an ionically conducting membrane separating the half-cells and 

allowing the migration of supporting electrolyte for charge balance (Fig. 1.1) 
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of an asymmetric RFB. 

RFBs have  several key advantages for application in stationary grid-scale energy 

storage: long lifetimes, fast response times, high power density, scalability,  and the decoupling 

of energy density (dependent on tank size and CC concentration) and power density (dependent 

on electrode surface area and flow rate).12, 25, 28, 30, 31 There are smaller installations of RFBs 

currently in use,25, 32 but increasing widespread adoption of this technology requires addressing 

the following limitations: cost, crossover capacity fade, and low energy densities.27, 33 One of 

the main targets of RFB research is currently focused on improving the energy density of RFBs, 
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which is controlled by the number of electrons transferred (n), the voltage of the cell (Vcell), 

the concentration of the CC (CCC), and Faraday’s constant (F) (Eqn. 1.1) 

Eqn 1.1 ÊRFB = 0.5nVcellCccF 

Increasing the energy density is reliant upon careful selection of the solvent and design of the 

charge carrier. With respect to CC design, extensive work has been done on the synthesis and 

validation of a huge variety of compounds used, including: metal ions34, 35, all organic36, metal 

coordination complexes37, redox active polymers38, semi-solid39, and lithium ion40 for use as 

charge carrier. Many of these systems use asymmetric charge carriers (as shown in Fig. 1.1) 

where there are different CCs employed in each half-cell. This asymmetry requires ion-

exchange membranes capable of maintaining charge balance while completely separating the 

catholyte and anolyte to prevent crossover between the CC tanks which leads to crossover 

capacity fade that accumulates to eventual cell death. Utilization of a bipolar species (a CC 

capable of being either oxidized or reduced, Fig. 1.2) can both eliminate crossover capacity 

fade as any CC that crosses the membrane can be regenerated on the next cycle while also 

allowing for less expensive porous membranes reducing the cost of RFBs in place of more 

traditional ion-exchange membranes.27, 41  
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Figure 1.2: Diagram of a symmetric RFB using a bipolar CC. 

Use of non-aqueous conditions can have major implications on the ability to increase energy 

density. Most RFBs use aqueous solutions which have been effective and may display high 

cell performance, low cost, and good stability.34, 35 However, using aqueous solutions has its 

limitations, such as: relatively small electrochemical window (between -0.5 V and 1.25 V vs 

SHE on a carbon electrode)42, limited solubility of potential CC, and relatively small operating 

temperature range.12 To address these issues, non-aqueous RFBs have been extensively studied 

after first being proposed in 198443 with proponents touting larger solvent potential windows 
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leading to higher possible cell voltages, wider working temperature ranges, and the potential 

for higher CC solubilities leading to higher energy densities.44 The working potentials of RFBs 

using non-aqueous solvents can be nearly double those using aqueous conditions ultimately 

leading to higher energy densities.12 The use of non-aqueous conditions can offer the 

opportunity to use organic and organometallic complexes which have low solubility in water 

but have the potential for multiple redox events, tunability of their potential window, and 

potentially lower cost.12 

While these advantages are promising, non-aqueous systems with organic CCs suffer 

from complex CC syntheses that increase CC cost and poor long-term stability. This has 

opened in the door to exploring other ways to circumvent needing high solubility of CC. One 

potential option is using hybrid RFBs that have one or more components that are not dissolved 

and instead may be precipitated out upon charge or discharge or remain undissolved 

throughout.45 One of the most prominent of these are the semi-solid lithium flow batteries 

demonstrated by Chiang and co-workers.39 Of particular relevance to this thesis are RFBs 

dependent on percolation networks where a charge carrier is mixed with an insoluble 

conductive carbon additive that essentially extends the electrode throughout solution allowing 

for charging and discharging to occur in a more diffuse fashion (Fig. 1.3). 
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Figure 1.3: Diagram of an RFB utilizing a slurry-based system with a bipolar charge 

carrier and conductive carbon additive. 

This architecture circumvents the solubility limits that typically plague RFBs while the 

conductive carbon additives allow for heterogenous electron transfer to be distributed 

throughout solution. Our group has previously shown this architecture to be successful for a 

substituted manganese nitride phthalocyanine46 and wish to expand upon this work to 

demonstrate the advantages of this system for lower cost/higher energy density hybrid RFBs. 

1.2 Phthalocyanines Synthesis and Properties 
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1.2.1 Overview 

As discussed above, one area of interest is developing new, cost-effective charge carriers that 

can improve energy density. One such class of complexes may be phthalocyanines (Pcs) and 

their metalated derivatives (MPcs). Pcs are large macrocyclic ligands with four isoindole units 

linked by bridging nitrogen atoms and an internal circuit with a delocalized 18 e- π system 

related to porphyrins that have been extensively studied since their discovery in the early 1900s 

due to their stability, capability to coordinated a wide variety of metals, electrochemical, and 

photochemical properties.47, 48 Pcs well developed chemistry is in part due to their facile 

substitution on the macrocyclic ring (either peripherally as with R1 or non-peripherally as with 

R2 in Fig. 1.4) and the potential for tuning with both the choice of metal center (M in Fig. 1.4) 

and axial coordination of any metal in the central cavity (X in Fig. 1.4). 

 

Figure 1.4: Structure of a substituted Pc macrocycle. 

 The effects of ring substitution49-51 and the metal center52, 53 on the chemical, electrochemical, 

and photophysical properties have been investigated. This variability in their properties has led 

Pcs to being a widely studied classes of organometallic compounds with proven applications 
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in catalysis54, 55, chemical sensors56-58, organic electronics59, and solar cells60-64. To better 

understand the work detailed in this thesis, a brief overview of several important topics is 

presented here: Pc synthesis, their photochemical properties, as well as their electronic and 

electrochemical properties.  

1.2.2 Synthesis and Substitution Patterns 

Pc synthesis typically starts as a condensation of precursors to form a macrocyclic ring, often 

templated around a metal center. There are a wide variety of potential phthalocyanine 

precursors, with the most common being phthalonitrile (1), phthalic acid (2), phthalic 

anhydride (3), phthalimide (4), and diiminoisoindoline (5) (Fig. 1.5) with 1 being the most 

relevant precursor for laboratory scale syntheses.65 

Figure 1.5: Structures of common Pc precursors. 

The synthesis of symmetrically substituted phthalocyanines (that is phthalocyanines made 

from one precursor) is relatively straightforward and well explored48 and typically requires a 

suitable precursor, base, and solvent (most often alcohols). The method most relevant to this 

work utilizes a phthalonitrile precursor and lithium metal to form the cyclized product with 

lithium in the central pocket ((1) in Scheme 1.1) which can then become the free pro-ligand 

upon the addition of hydrochloric acid ((2) in Scheme 1.1).  
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Scheme 1.1: Synthetic scheme for formation of a lithiated Pc (1) and a protonated Pc (2). 

Either (1) or (2) can then be used to create other MPcs ((3) in Scheme 1.2) through a salt swap, 

done in a high boiling basic solvent such as DMF with a metal salt (typically metal halides or 

acetates). 

 

Scheme 1.2: Synthetic scheme for the metalation from either a lithiated or protonated Pc. 

A general mechanism of the Pc formation is shown in Scheme 1.3. The elucidation of this 

mechanism was primarily achieved by the isolation and characterization of intermediates (A)66, 

(B)67, and (C)68 and is thought to be primarily initiated by alkoxide ions formed in-situ through 

the reaction of alcohol and lithium metal.48 
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Scheme 1.3: Mechanism of formation for a Pc macrocycle using a lithium metal template. 

While unsubstituted Pcs are industrially relevant, their planarity and strong intermolecular 

interactions render them mostly insoluble in typical solvents; therefore, the isoindole moieties 

are often substituted to enhance solubility.  Typically, these functional groups are added to the 

precursor before the cyclization process detailed above in order to attempt to control the 

position and number of substituents. For symmetrical phthalocyanines, substitution usually 

occurs as either tetra-substituted (each precursor has one substituent) or octa-substituted (each 

precursor has two substituents). It is worth noting that substituents, particularly sulfate groups, 

can sometimes be added to the already formed Pc ring; however, these reactions can be difficult 

to control stoichiometrically and tend to yield a mixture of products.65 This problem is also 

encountered for tetra-substituted Pcs where four constitutional isomers of varying symmetry 
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(C4h, D2h, C2v, Cs) may be difficult to separate.  The substituent chosen can have a profound 

effect on the properties49, 69 with the options stretching from commonly used organic 

substituents in the case of alkyl70, alkoxy71, and phenyl72 to the more exotic such as fullerenes73, 

ferrocenes74, and dendrimers75. In some instances, such as for use in dye-sensitized solar-cells 

where anchoring groups and push-pull molecular design can be advantageous60-62, 

unsymmetrical Pcs are desired. This typically comes from mixing two precursors together in 

the conditions described above and allowing the formation of a statistical mixtures of products 

(Fig. 1.6) that then must be separated.  

 

Figure 1.6: Structure of the potential isomers for unsymmetrical Pcs. 

The wide variety of potential products yields a vast body of work on how best to prepare 

unsymmetrical Pcs and as such we will focus on the most relevant to this thesis: formation of 
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A3B Pcs (Fig. 1.6) where only one isoindole subunit differs from the rest. Two main pathways 

are relevant: statistical condensation and the use of sub-phthalocyanine precursors.76 

Statistical condensation in which two different precursors are mixed together in differing ratios 

(Scheme 1.4) is a commonly employed technique to form A3B Pcs due to its experimental 

simplicity. This method as described by the title yields a statistical mixture of the different 

products shown in Fig. 1.6 which can be difficult to separate.  

 

Scheme 1.4: General synthetic scheme for a statistical condensation. 

There are two main consideration that must be made during these reactions that can help to 

determine the ratio of the products: the stoichiometry and the substituents on each precursor. 

The most typical stoichiometry used is a 3:1 ratio of A:B which yields a complex reaction 

mixture that is typically distributed as 33% A4, 44% A3B, and 23% of the remaining products76 

which can be separated using chromatography.77-79 Higher ratios of A:B can be used to drive 

down the side product formation particularly when the B subunit is highly reactive leading to 

a separation of the A3B from a product that is majority A4.80 The substituents on both the A 

and B subunits can also be used to drive the reaction towards the desired products. Using bulky 
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groups can prevent two A subunits from coming together; however, this does shift the ratio of 

products formed towards B subunit heavy products.76, 81  

The second method uses the ring opening of a low-symmetry homolog of Pcs, the sub-

phthalocyanine (Scheme 1.5), to form A3B product.  

 

Scheme 1.5: General synthetic scheme for a subphthalocyanine ring opening. 

This method can be highly selective given the correct conditions: addition of the desired metal 

salt, presence of a low reactivity phthalonitrile with a strong base (e.g. DBU), and sub 

phthalocyanines with no or electron-withdrawing substituents, and monomers with electron-

donating substituents.76, 82 If these conditions are not met, the resulting product is similar to 

that of the statistical condensation products. 

1.2.3 Photochemistry of Phthalocyanines 

1.2.3.1. Photochemistry Overview 

A brief overview of some of the fundamentals of Pc photochemistry is given here so that the 

subsequent discussion of Pc electronic spectra and the discussion of the data in Chapter 5 are 
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electronic transition moving from a lower energy occupied orbital (the ground state) to a higher 

energy unoccupied orbital (the excited state). The main processes of excitation and emission 

for a Pc: absorbance (abs.), vibrational relaxation (VR), fluorescence (F), phosphorescence (P), 

internal conversion (IC), and intersystem crossing (ISC) are depicted in a simplified Jablonski 

diagram below (Fig. 1.7).  

 

Figure 1.7: Jablonski diagram showing the pathways of excitation and emission in Pcs. 

Solid lines indicate radiative process and dashed lines indicated non-radiative processes. 

In order to better understand this diagram, there are a few key points. First, these electronically 

excited states can affect both the energy of an electron as well as the spin of the system which 

can affect the decay processes. Electrons have individual spin angular (ms = ±1/2) which in 

molecules add up to the total spin quantum number (S); in organic molecules such as Pcs 

electrons have a net pairing of spins, and their ground state is a singlet (S0) where S =0. Upon 
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excitation with light, an electron can be moved from S0 to an excited singlet state, Sn where 

n=1 is the lowest energy excited state. The excitation typically is not only an electronic 

excitation but rather a vibronic transition, that is a simultaneous electronic and vibrational 

transition. This occurs because electronic transitions are faster than nuclear motion as indicated 

by the Franck-Condon principle; therefore, what may have been the lowest energy vibrational 

mode for the ground state is often not for the excited state.84  

The electron can then relax through two primary pathways: non-radiative (VR, IC) and 

radiative (F) decay. Non-radiative decay is the loss of vibrational energy either 

intramolecularly or intermolecularly which occurs both for VR and IC. The difference between 

the two is that VR is the transition between vibrational states of the same electronic state while 

IC is the transitional between vibrational state of different electronic states. Radiative decay is 

the emission of a photon during the transition between electronic excited states which occurs 

with the selection rule of ΔS = 0 allowing for a transition between So and Sn. There is a 

relatively large gap between the rate constants of non-radiative decay (typically around 1012 s-

1) and radiative decay (maximally around 109 s-1).84 This difference in the rate constants leads 

to what is referred to as Kasha’s rule which states that radiative decay occurs only in 

appreciable quantum yield from the lowest energy excited state in closed-shell organic 

molecules. There are exceptions to this rule, and it primarily depends on the energy difference 

between S0 and the subsequent Sn states. As the energy gap between any two electronic states 

gets smaller, the vibrational overlap increases and so does the rate of non-radiative decay.84 

This can be seen experimentally is the shift between the absorption and emission, called the 

Stokes shift, that can give an idea of how much structural rearrangement occurs on excitation 

of a molecule. Pcs tends to be rigid and thus have small Stokes shifts. 
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In addition to transitions between singlet states, there are also transitions that occur 

with a change in spin leading to an excited triplet state (S = 1). While transitions between 

excited triplet states can be allowed as described above, a transition between singlet and triplet 

states (ISC in Fig. 1.7) is forbidden by the spin selection rule as ΔS=0. Therefore, these 

transitions are often slower with the T1 state being long lived. However, like singlet-singlet 

relaxation triplet-singlet relaxation will occur non-radiatively, with ISC crossing back to the 

ground state, or radiatively, with phosphorescence. The ratio of these transitions is dependent 

on the energy between them as well as the nature of the Pc and central metal being used, but 

in general the radiative decay is dependent on the extinction coefficient.85 The exact balance 

of the decay processes can be found by looking at the quantum yields of the fluorescence and 

phosphorescence through steady-state measurement and the lifetimes of the excited states 

through time-resolved spectroscopy (such as time-correlated single photon counting in which 

as laser is used to induced the excited state and results in a histogram of the average lifetime 

for an excited state).86  

1.2.3.2 Phthalocyanine Electronic Spectra 

Pc’s intense absorption of visible light, particularly in the red and NIR regions, contribute to 

their utility as dyes87, in solar cell applications61, 62, 88-90, non-linear optics74, 91-93,  and 

photodynamic therapy94, 95 among other applications. In the discussion of Pc electronic spectra, 

the nomenclature comes from porphyrin spectroscopy and  was defined by Platt with the B-

band in porphyrins being strongly allowed and in the blue range while the Q-band being quasi-

allowed.96, 97 This terminology is used with Pcs as well as other analogues to keep consistency 

when discussing the spectra particularly since most of the work done on describing the 

electronic transitions of porphyrins also apply to Pcs.97, 98 As a matter of general description, 
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Pcs show two absorption bands: the Q-band is observed at approximately 650-700 nm and the 

B-band (or Soret band) is observed at around 300-400 nm (Fig. 1.8).85  

 

Figure 1.8: UV-vis spectrum of OEtPcZn in CH2Cl2 solution. 

In Pcs, the absorption bands are narrow due to the rigidity of the phthalocyanine core causing 

the excited state structure to be similar to that of the ground state.98 The spectra of Pcs show a 

marked shift from that of porphyrins with the Q-band increasing in intensity over the B-band, 

as well as a typical shift to lower energies for Pc absorption relative to porphyrins. These 

changes have been noted as resulting from the loss of degeneracy of the 1a1u and 1a2u HOMO 

orbitals when moving from porphyrins to Pcs allowing for the Q-band to shift lower energies 

and increase in intensity as predicted by Gouterman’s four-orbital theory (Fig. 1.9).98-100 The 

B-band in Pcs is actually best described at two separate bands (typically denoted a B1 and B2) 
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that are close enough in energy to be super imposed and indistinguishable in most solution 

state absorption spectra of transition metal Pc complexes as shown in Fig. 1.8.99 In addition to 

these core properties, both the substitution of the Pc rings as well as the central metal atoms 

are known to have effects on the optical properties.  

Computationally, it has been determined that the a1u HOMO is primarily Pc based with 

its energy affected by the substituents while the e.g., LUMO set mixes strongly with the metal 

and thus is affected by the identity of the central metal.101, 102 Once a metal is coordinated to 

the Pc ring there is a shift in the ordering of the orbitals is dependent on the metal center which 

can have large effects on the optical properties. Metal centers can introduce new charge transfer 

(CT) bands into the absorption spectra typically between either 450-600nm or 700-1500nm103 

with these transitions coming from metal orbitals energetically between the a1u and eg sets that 

previously made up the Pc HOMO -LUMO gap (Fig. 1.9).102  
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Figure 1.9: Predicted frontier orbitals in phthalocyanines and porphyrins based on 

Gouterman’s work. 

Here a distinction must be made between closed-shell and open-shell metals.85 Closed-shell 

metals can show luminescence although this is more intense for main-group Pcs (e.g., MgPc, 

AlPc) than it is for first-row transition metals (e.g., ZnPc). The properties of Pc complexes 

with open-shell metals show a strong dependence on identity of the metal. In the case of 

diamagnetic 4d and 5d MPcs (e.g., RuPc, PtPc) intense phosphorescence is demonstrated. 
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First-row transition metals show more variability with some paramagnetic 3d metals (e.g., 

VOPc, CuPc) being able to luminesce while others (e.g. NiPc, CoPc) do not.85 

The role of the substituents on Pc’s electronic spectra has also been closely studied. A 

linear relationship between the number of positions substituted on a Pc ring and the magnitude 

of the shift in the Q-band for a given substituent has been idenified.104 A systematic comparison 

of Pcs with electron-donating and -withdrawing groups has shown the identity, number, and 

position of substituents alter the levels of the HOMO and LUMO thus causing Q-band shifts49, 

105 In addition to shifting the Pc’s energy levels, substituents can affect the photostability of 

complexes106, aggregation propensity, and quantum yields.51 Understanding the substituent 

effects described above provides a blueprint for how to use the type, number, and position of 

substituents to modify the electronic properties for a given application. 

1.2.4 Phthalocyanine Electrochemistry 

1.2.4.1 Redox Properties of Phthalocyanines 

Much like with the photochemistry of phthalocyanines, the electrochemistry depends on a 

combination of the Pc core, chosen substituents, and any metal center chosen, thereby leading 

to a large variety in the potential redox properties. Phthalocyanine electrochemistry has been 

studied for almost every metallic and semi-metallic element on the periodic table and because 

of the breadth of the work, it is difficult to succinctly summarize all of it; therefore, the aim of 

this section is to highlight key components of Pc and MPc electrochemical behavior.107 Often 

the discussion of Pc electrochemistry is divided between Pc rings with central elements that 

are non-redox active (e.g., H, Li, Zn) and those that are (e.g., Co, Fe, Mn) and that is how this 

section will be structured to try to disambiguate the Pc and metal redox properties. 
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Pc rings are typically assigned a doubly anionic charge denoted as Pc(-2) in their 

neutral state. Oxidation to Pc(-1) and Pc(0) correspond to the removal of the electrons from 

the a1u HOMO while reduction to Pc(-3), Pc(-4), Pc(-5), and Pc(-6) corresponds to the addition 

of up to four electrons into the eg LUMO set.108 For ring-based redox chemistry, the first 

oxidation and reduction are separated by 1.5V, indicative of the energy difference between the 

HOMO and LUMO.109  However, this value is based on a monomeric Pc complex, the ability 

to aggregate through spatial overlap of Pc ring’s 𝜋-orbitals adds to the complexity of 

interpreting the redox chemistry. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of Pc complexes (notably Zn and 

Si Pcs) demonstrated that oxidation is often stabilized by the formation of dimers and higher 

order aggregates due to charge delocalization.109, 110 In contrast, aggregation showed little 

effect on the stability of the reduced species with Pc disaggregating due to increasing 

electrostatic reulsion.109, 110 The choice of substituents, as well as their placement, can affect 

the redox process of the ring, shifting both the potentials of the oxidations and reductions as 

well as the gap between them.50, 107For redox inactive metals, ligand and metal redox are not 

entirely separate entities with the potentials for the ring oxidation and reduction being affected 

by the polarizing power of the central metal (defined at charge/ radius or ze/r) with smaller, 

more highly charge central metals making oxidation more difficult and reduction easier.111 The 

difference between the oxidations and reductions is often changed when redox active transition 

metals are used with d-orbital energies falling between the HOMO and LUMO of the Pc ring. 

109 It is also noted that the use of axially ligating species can change the electrochemistry of 

MPcs particularly with the ability to prevent aggregation, increase solubility, and stabilize 

metal-based redox events.112, 113 One of the main advantages of MPcs is that they offer a site 

of tunability that expands the use of Pcs as electrocatalysts114-117, electrochemically tunable 
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chromophores118 and electrochemical sensors119-121. Often these applications rely on the 

interaction of MPc with surfaces and particularly electrode surfaces. 

1.2.4.2 Phthalocyanine-functionalized Surfaces 

While the limited solubility of Pcs is typically an issue for solution-based processes, it can be 

advantageous for functionalizing surfaces with Pcs. This modification has been done through 

a variety of methods, some of which are depicted below ((1) in Fig. 1.10).55, 107, 122-124  

 

Figure 1.10: Methods of attached for Pcs to surfaces. 

One of the most experimentally accessible methods has been the adsorption of Pcs onto a 

surface, typically a graphite or carbon-based surface, through spin-coating, drop-casting, or 

utilizing the Langmuir-Blodgett technique.125-128 While adsorption yields Pcs bound to the 

surface through 𝜋-based ring interactions, more covalent interactions can be used through the 

addition of substituents (either on the ring or metal center) that are capable of bonding with the 

electrode surface ((2), (3), and (4) in Fig. 1.10). The most commonly used substituents in this 

case are sulfur containing ligand (alkylthio- arylthiol-, and other thiol-based substituents) 

interacting with a gold surface122-124, although other methods such as polymeric Pcs with 
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cyano-groups interacting on gold129, pyridine-linked TiO2 srufaces60, and carboxylic acids on 

ITO have been demonstrated61, 78 among many others. Pc films can also be made through vapor 

deposition techniques such as physical vapor deposition and organic molecular beam 

epitaxy.130  The last common method is electropolymerization of Pcs which can be synthesized 

by directly linking the benzene fragments, addition of Pcs to a polymer matrix, or formation 

of 𝜋-stacks of Pcs.131, 132  

1.3 Scope of Dissertation 

This dissertation primarily aims to understand transition metal phthalocyanines and their 

properties as they relate to fundamental electrochemistry, redox activity and grid-scale energy 

storage. We first detail the synthesis and characterization of a series of 3d transition metal 

phthalocyanines from vanadium to zinc (Chapter 2). The work primarily focuses on the 

difference in the electrochemistry of these compounds and ultimately finds a distinct link 

between axial ligation of the metal and reversible electrochemistry as well as differences 

between early and late transition metal complexes with the dividing line between early and late 

being iron. From this we discovered interesting adsorption and stripping behavior for our late 

transition metal complexes (OEtPcCo, OEtPcNi, and OEtPcCu) on the electrode surface and 

sought to better understand the observed behavior (Chapter 3). We then selected representative 

compounds for the early (OEtPcVO) and late (OEtPcNi) transition metals and tested them as 

charge carriers in a slurry-based RFB setup previously published by our group to better 

understand the properties that are beneficial when utilizing slurry-based RFBs (Chapter 4).46 

Finally, we investigated the photochemical properties of our OEtPcMnN  to determine how the 

manganese nitride moiety compares to other axially ligated metallophthalocyanines for use as 

a material in solar cells Chapter 5). 
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The work discussed in Chapter 2 was a collaborative effort which could not have been done 

without the hard work and talent of Camden Hunt, Zongheng Wang, and Shannon Heinrich. 

Both the author and Camden Hunt synthesized and characterized OEtPcVO, OEtPcMnCl, 

OEtPcMnN, OEtPcCo, OEtPcNi, OEtPcCu, and OEtPcZn. Shannon Heinrich synthesized and 

characterized OEtPcCr. Zongheng Wang synthesized and characterized OEtPcFe. The 

electrochemistry detailed in Chapter 2 was performed by the author and Camden Hunt.  At the 

time of this writing, Chapter 2 has been published, Chapters 3 and 4 are being prepared as 

manuscripts, and more work is being done to determine the future of the project outlined in 

Chapter 5. The work in Chapter 2 is reproduced from the following reference with permission 

from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Chapter 2: Peterson, M.; Hunt, C.; Wang, Z.; Heinrich, S. E.; Wu, G.; Ménard, G., Synthesis, 
characterization, and electrochemical properties of a first-row metal phthalocyanine series. 
Dalton Transactions 2020. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Grid-scale energy storage technologies are urgently needed in order to meet the demands of – 

and facilitate the transition to – installed and projected renewable energy sources. Redox-flow 

batteries (RFBs) are particularly attractive for grid-scale energy storage due to their inherently 

decoupled power and energy densities, providing modular power output and scalable total 

energy storage capacity which are key to the fluctuating demands of a renewable grid.1 In 

addition to engineering challenges, recurring chemical issues impeding the development of 

commercial RFBs include the electrochemical stability, the solubility, and the cost of the 

charge carrier, the main redox-active molecule(s) comprising the battery. Phthalocyanines 

(Pcs) are a well-studied class of macrocycles that have found use in a variety of technologies, 

including semiconductors,2, 3 sensors,4-7 dyes/sensitizers,8-11 catalysts,12, 13 and energy storage 

applications.14-16 In addition to their easy preparation, Pcs generally display good 

electrochemical stability and tuneable profiles.17-19 Our group has recently explored the 

electronic structure of an octa-ethoxy substituted phthalocyanine Mn-nitride, OEtPcMnN 

(OEtPc = 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octaethoxy-Pc), as well as its switchable aromatic character 

controlled by its multiple ligand-borne redox events.20 In a follow-up paper, we explored how 

this compound could be used as a symmetric charge carrier for RFB applications.16 Herein, we 

expand this series to encompass most of the first-row metals (Scheme 2.1) and attempt to 

extract structural-electrochemical correlations which may lead to the design of robust charge 

carriers for RFB applications. 
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Scheme 2.1: General synthetic approach described in this paper to generate EtOPcM (M 

= VO, Cr, MnCl, MnN, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn) from EtOPcHLi (path a) or EtOPcH2 (path b). 

 As part of this study, we believe we have identified a key pattern: Phthalocyanines with non-

labile axial metal-ligand substituents appear to exhibit more reversible, well-defined 

electrochemistry when compared with their axially-bare counterparts, and do not appear to 

exhibit non-diffusional electrochemical plating responses. This pattern may provide an 

important design principle for the development of Pc species with reversible electrochemistry, 

for multiple applications, including energy storage. 

2.2 Results and Discussion 
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2.2.1 Synthesis 

The substituted EtOPc ligand was originally reported by Rauchfuss and coworkers,21 and we 

subsequently reported modified synthetic procedures to access both the protonated, EtOPcH2, 

and mono-lithiated, EtOPcHLi, variants.20 First-row metallophthalocyanines (OEtPcM; M = 

VO, Cr, MnCl, MnN, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn) were accessed via two main synthetic routes using 

either OEtPcHLi (path a) or OEtPcH2 (path b) as outlined in Scheme 2.1.  We note that EtOPcVO, 

EtOPcNi, and EtOPcCu were previously reported by Rauchfuss,21 but the first two were not 

structurally characterized,22 and none were electrochemically characterized. For the purposes 

of this study, we resynthesized these compounds, as well as our reported congeners, 

EtOPcMnCl and EtOPcMnN,20 and the new species, EtOPcCo and EtOPcZn, by heating a 

mixture of EtOPcHLi, appropriate metal salt, and excess NaHCO3 to 145 °C in 

dimethylformamide (DMF) for 4-20 h yielding dark green pure products after workup and 

recrystallization (Scheme 2.1, path a). The new compounds,  EtOPcCr and EtOPcFe, were 

prepared from EtOPcH2 using a similar methodology by mixing with the appropriate metal salt, 

excess NaHCO3 for EtOPcCr, and heating in either DMF (EtOPcCr) or toluene (EtOPcFe) under 

inert atmosphere for several hours, followed by purification (Scheme 2.1, path b; see 

Experimental Section).  We note that the compounds described here may be synthesized 

following either route; however, the syntheses described here yield the highest amount of pure 

materials. 

2.2.2 NMR Spectroscopy  

Given their large aromatic circuits, NMR spectroscopy can be highly diagnostic for 

determining the electronic structure and ligand redox properties of metallophthalocyanines.20 

It can also be a useful tool in assessing the symmetry and possible spin-state of a given 
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compound with all compounds analysed by 1H NMR spectroscopy in CD2Cl2 or CDCl3. The 

starting ligand, OEtPcH2, displays an expected C4-symmetric spectrum; however, the 

asymmetry in the related lithiated precursor, EtOPcHLi, was assigned based on crystallographic 

studies (vide infra), as well as NMR spectroscopy where a series of overlapping triplets and 

quartets are observed in addition to a downfield shifted singlet at 14.75 ppm, due to the strong 

ring current provided by the Pc ring, integrating to one proton. Together, these data are 

consistent with a pseudo-C2v symmetric molecule. 

 With the exceptions of the diamagnetic species, OEtPcM (M = MnN, Ni, Zn) all other 

compounds (M = VO, Cr, MnCl, Fe, Co, Cu) displayed expected paramagnetically broadened 

and/or shifted 1H NMR resonances. The S = ½ species, OEtPcVO, EtOPcCo, and OEtPcCu, 

displayed broadened resonances, with only the EtOPcCo resonances being additionally 

downfield shifted relative to the other two. The higher spin species (S > ½), OEtPcCr, 

OEtPcMnCl,20 and OEtPcFe, all displayed significantly broadened and shifted 1H NMR 

resonances. While less broad than OEtPcCr and OEtPcMnCl, the resonances for OEtPcFe 

displayed arene C–H resonances upfield at 3.44 ppm relative to the ethoxy peaks at 4.32 ppm 

(triplet) and 9.90 ppm (quartet). 

2.2.3 57Fe Mössbauer Spectroscopy 

The OEtPcFe complex was further analysed by zero-field 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy. The 

90 K spectrum revealed a quadrupole doublet with an isomer shift value at δ = 0.33 mm s−1 

and a quadrupole splitting value (|ΔEQ|) of 1.37 mm s−1 (Fig. 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1: Zero-field 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum of EtOPcFe, with isomer shift and 

quadrupole splitting values (lower left). Taken at 90 K. 

 These values are consistent with an expected intermediate spin (S = 1) square planar Fe 

center.23 Our quadrupole splitting is roughly half of what would be expected by comparison 

with unsubstituted Pcs, which may be attributed to the electron donating ethoxy groups.24, 25 

2.2.4 EPR Spectroscopy  

EPR spectra were collected in dichloromethane (DCM) at 100 K for all non-integer, S = ½ 

species (EtOPcVO, EtOPcCo, EtOPcCu). The EPR spectrum of EtOPcVO revealed an expected 

axial signal (gǁ = 2.020; gꞱ = 1.920) with hyperfine coupling of the d1 electron to the 51V (I = 
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7/2) nucleus (Aǁ(51V) = 174 G; AꞱ(51V) = 61 G), consistent with the single electron occupying 

the dxy orbital (Fig. 2.2).21, 26  

 

Figure 2.2: X-band EPR (ν = 9.302510 GHz) spectrum of EtOPcVO taken in CH2Cl2 at 

100K. 

EtOPcCo shows a more complex spectrum likely indicative of its solvent dependence and air-

sensitivity previously observed in PcCo EPR spectra.27-31 Our spectrum (Fig. 2.3) resembles 

one reported by Zwart and van Wolput’s featuring superimposed PcCo and PcCo(O2) 

features.30 The resonance at g = 2.009 may suggest the formation of an oxygen adduct, 
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EtOPcCo(O2),30 with superimposed axial signals for EtOPcCo at gꞱ = 2.150 (AꞱ (59Co) = 69 G; 

I(59Co) = 7/2) and gǁ = 1.98 (Aǁ(59Co) = 116 G; I(59Co) = 7/2).32  

 

Figure 2.3:  X-band EPR (ν = 9.606425 GHz)  spectrum of EtOPcCo taken in CH2Cl2 at 

100K. 

Lastly, the spectrum for EtOPcCu displays an axial signal (gǁ =2.043; gꞱ = 2.178) with 

significant hyperfine coupling to the spin active nuclei, 63Cu (69%, I = 3/2) and 65Cu (31%, I 

= 3/2), along the perpendicular direction (AꞱ(63Cu, 65Cu) = 205 G) expected from a lone 

electron in the dx2-y2 orbital. Some unresolved superhyperfine to the 14N (I = 1) nuclei is also 

apparent (Fig. 2.4).21, 33 
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Figure 2.4: X-band EPR(ν = 9.292836 GHz)  spectrum of EtOPcCu taken in CH2Cl2 at 

100K. 

2.2.5 UV-Vis Spectroscopy  

The electronic spectra of metallophthalocyanines and related macrocycles have been 

extensively studied over the past several decades both experimentally and theoretically.34-44 

Gouterman’s four-orbital model has been widely applied to explain the strongest absorption 

bands emerging from nominally D4h-symmetric porphyrin or Pc π-based a1u→2eg 

(HOMO→LUMO) and higher energy a2u→2eg (HOMO(-1)→LUMO) absorptions termed Q 

and B (Soret) bands, respectively. Open-shell species, such as the ones synthesized here, can 
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give rise to additional charge-transfer (CT) bands as a result of the metal 3d orbitals lying 

between the Pc HOMO and LUMO. Scheiner and others have studied such systems 

computationally,42-44 and found that the a1u HOMO is purely Pc π-based and that its energy is 

largely unaffected by the identity of the metal, whereas the 2eg LUMO mixes more extensively 

with the metal orbitals, although not in a predictable linear fashion along the first-row metals. 

The UV-Vis spectra for all complexes synthesized here were collected in DCM and the 

absorption spectra of the first-row complexes are shown in Fig. 2.5.  
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Figure 2.5:  UV-vis spectra of metallophthalocyanines in DCM. Soret and Q-band λmax 

values are labelled. Y-axis scaling: each large tick mark = 60,000 cm-1 M-1. 

Scheiner and Liao’s calculated Q band energies for unsubstituted PcM complexes (M = FeII, 

CoII, NiII, CuII, ZnII) revealed a general decrease in energy (redshift) with increasing M atomic 

number,42 mostly mimicking observed experimental data.37 Our values do not follow this 

general trend, with OEtPcFe and OEtPcZn being outliers. A closer look at the MII series only 

(OEtPcCr, OEtPcFe, OEtPcCo, OEtPcNi, OEtPcCu, OEtPcZn), reveals a general blueshift in the 

Q peak from OEtPcCr (771 nm) to OEtPcCo (738 nm), but no observable trend from OEtPcCo 

to OEtPcZn (Fig. 2.5). A look at the entire series, however, does reveal a general blueshift in 

Q band energy from  OEtPcVO to OEtPcCo – with OEtPcMnCl as an outlier – indicating that 

the Q band is mostly unaffected by the metal oxidation state, but could be responsive to tuning 

through axial substitution as has been shown previously.45 We note also that EtOPcFe displays 

a broadened Q band, possibly due to the closely overlapping Pc a1u and Fe 3d frontier orbitals 

giving rise to underlying CT bands.36, 42 While this data was collected under air-free conditions 

it may also be possible that our EtOPcFe was erroneously exposed to oxygen leading to a u-

oxo species with a mixture of Fe(II) and Fe(III) centers creating the broadening. Further 

experimentation is needed to determine the exact cause. We also note that in the spectrum of 

EtOPcZn there is an additional red-shifted band that is most likely due to J-aggregation.46, 47 

The lack of a pronounced trend in Q band energy is of little concern as this is often observed 

in PcM series.48 Similarly, we also note the lack of any discernible trend in Soret band energies 

in our series.  

2.2.6 Structural Characterization  
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With the exception of EtOPcZn, all complexes were structurally characterized by single crystal 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies. The partial solid-state structures of all first-row metal 

complexes are shown in Fig. 2.6. While PcM complexes are generally planar,18, 49-52 we observe 

significant Pc ring distortions in each complex, with EtOPcCr being the least distorted (Fig. 

2.6). While axial metal-ligand mono-substitution typically leads to domed Pc structures,51, 53-

56 ortho-substituted isoindole rings cause saddling of the Pc ligand.57-60 Dihedral angles 

between mean isoindole planes and the central N4 plane (defined as the plane generated by the 

four pyrrolic metal-bound N atoms, Fig. 2.6c), or between adjacent or 
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Fig. 2.6 a) Truncated solid-state molecular structures obtained by XRD studies of the 

metallophthallocyanine series   Cx-N4 distance (d) measurement used (bottom), shown 
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using C2 in this example. d) Depiction of the isoindole-N4 plane distances used to calculate 

diso-N4. e) Representative herringbone extended structure shown with EtOPcCu. 

opposite isoindole rings, are typically used to assess the degree of distortion in substituted PcM 

complexes.57-61 However, significant information may be lost in using this assessment, such as 

the twisting of the isoindole rings relative to the N4 plane,20 making comparisons across a series 

difficult. Therefore, to compare the distortion throughout our EtOPcM series, including both 

axially and non-axially substituted complexes, we used a simple model to assess the level of 

distortion by comparing the lateral deviation of the peripheral C atoms (labelled C1-C8; Fig. 

2.6b) to the mean N4 plane common to each complex (Fig. 2.6b-c, Table 2.1).  

 

Table 2.1: Calculated peripheral Cx-to-N4 distances (x = 1-8) as shown in Fig. 2 of the 

paper with N4 defined as the plane created by the four inner pyrrolic nitrogen atoms in 

the Pc macrocycle. For unit cells containing multiple EtOPcM molecules, the second set of 

values are shown in parentheses. All d values are in Å and all dihedral angles in degrees 

(°).  

The Cx–N4 plane distances, labelled d (x = 1-8; Fig. 2.6c), are tabulated and the absolute 

averages presented alongside the absolute averages of the conventional dihedral angles (taken 

Compd. 
|d| 

(C1–
N4) 

|d| 
(C2–
N4) 

|d| 
(C3–
N4) 

|d| 
(C4–
N4) 

|d| 
(C5–
N4) 

|d| 
(C6–
N4) 

|d| 
(C7–
N4) 

|d| 
(C8–
N4) 

davg 
M–N4 
dist. 

|dihed.1| |dihed.2| |dihed.avg| diso-N4 

OEtPcH2 0.779 0.704 0.687 0.477 0.013 0.076 0.217 0.177 0.391 N/A 11.4 13.6 12.5 3.376 
OEtPcLiH 0.114 0.064 0.898 0.804 0.752 0.574 0.037 0.123 0.421 0.077 12.9 12.3 12.6 3.398 
OEtPcVO 1.243 1.321 0.171 0.083 0.130 0.112 0.496 0.581 0.517 0.557 15.2 9.0 12.1 3.266 

OEtPcCr 
0.276 

(0.425) 
0.245 

(0.203) 
0.236 

(0.024) 
0.051 

(0.036) 
0.276 

(0.425) 
0.245 

(0.203) 
0.236 

(0.024) 
0.051 

(0.036) 
0.202 

(0.172) 
0 

(0) 
0 

(0) 
0 

(0) 
0 

(0) 
N/A 

OEtPcMn
Cl 

0.651 0.616 0.253 0.245 0.126 0.180 0.252 0.335 0.332 0.260 6.6 7.5 7.1 3.372 

OEtPcMn
N 

0.389 
(0.225) 

0.298 
(0.262) 

0.156 
(0.616) 

0.074 
(0.622) 

0.443 
(0.393) 

0.559 
(0.247) 

0.919 
(0.063) 

0.926 
(0.135) 

0.471 
(0.320) 

0.402 
(0.407) 

11.0 
(7.9) 

10.5 
(6.9) 

10.8 
(7.4) 

3.296 

OEtPcFe 0.162 0.162 1.250 1.244 1.244 1.250 0.162 0.162 0.705 0 17.5 17.5 17.5 3.265 
OEtPcFe* 0.109 0.350 0.256 0.243 0.109 0.350 0.256 0.243 0.240 0 0 0 0 N/A 
OEtPcCo 0.888 0.699 0.847 0.800 0.390 0.172 0.058 0.008 0.483 0.018 18.8 9.7 14.3 3.332 
OEtPcNi 0.347 0.110 0.002 0.031 0.699 0.602 0.786 0.742 0.415 0.009 15.4 9.7 12.6 3.401 
OEtPcCu 0.782 0.812 0.666 0.779 0.030 0.070 0.134 0.329 0.450 0.024 9.6 15.7 12.7 3.380 
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from opposite isoindole rings) in Table 2.1. As will be described below, we observed that the 

distortions described seemed to arise mostly from crystal packing, often attributed to 

substituent and/or co-crystalized solvent effects in the Pc literature51; therefore, this analysis 

should only be used as a qualitative comparison between the various solid-state structures. As 

a starting point, the solid-state structure of the protonated ligand (EtOPcH2) revealed a 

significant amount of distortion as evidenced by some d values approaching 0.8 Å, with an 

average of 0.391 Å (Table 2.2), likely resulting from the ortho-ethoxy group substitutions. The 

compound does not adopt a distinct saddled or domed structure and is best described as a mixed 

nonplanar conformation.51 The axially substituted complexes, EtOPcVO, EtOPcMnCl, and 

EtOPcMnN,20 contain some of the most distorted Pc rings with some d values as high as 

approximately 1.3 Å. Of this series, EtOPcVO has the highest davg (0.517 Å), followed by 

EtOPcMnN (0.471 Å) and EtOPcMnCl (0.332 Å). The same trend is observed for the M–N4 

distances (Table 2.2).56, 62 This trend matches the π-donating ability and multiple bonding 

character of the axial ligands, with increasingly donating/bonding (O2−, N3−) ligands leading 

to more pronounced puckering of the metal out of the N4 plane. Again, for these axially 

substituted species, none adopted distinct domed structures often observed for axially 

substituted systems instead showing twisting associated with the ethoxy groups.20, 21, 51 Lastly, 

we note that for the symmetrically substituted EtOPcCr complex bearing two axially 

coordinated THF molecules, the molecule is the least distorted of our entire series (davg = 0.172-

0.202 Å). In contrast to the other structures, the extended packing structure revealed that the 

THF molecules provided more separation between distinct EtOPcCr fragments, allowing the 

molecule to adopt a more planar structure and suggesting that packing effects likely play a 

significant role in the extent of the distortions observed in all complexes.  
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Compound davg |dihedralavg| M–N4 distance diso-N4 

OEtPcH2 0.391 12.5 N/A 3.376 

OEtPcLiH 0.421 12.6 0.077 3.398 

OEtPcVO 0.517 12.1 0.557 3.266 

OEtPcCr 0.202 (0.172) 0 
(0) 

0 
(0) N/A 

OEtPcMnCl 0.332 7.1 0.260 3.372 

OEtPcMnN 
0.471 

(0.320) 
10.8 
(7.4) 

0.402 
(0.407) 3.296 

OEtPcFe 0.705 17.5 0 3.265 

OEtPcFe* 0.240 0 0 N/A 

OEtPcCo 0.483 14.3 0.018 3.332 

OEtPcNi 0.415 12.6 0.009 3.401 

OEtPcCu 0.450 12.7 0.024 3.380 

 

Table 2.2 Comparison of structural metrics across the phthalocyanine series. Average d 

values (davg in Å) and dihedral angles (dihedralavg in °) are calculated from the values in 

Table 2.3 (see experimental section), with d values obtained as shown in Fig. 2b-c and 

dihedrals obtained from opposite isoindole planes. The M–N4 distances (Å) represent the 

degree of metal puckering out of the N4 plane. The diso-N4 (in Å) values represent the 

distance between the isoindole and N4 planes of stacked PcM species as shown in Fig. 2d. 

Values in parentheses are from a second molecule in the same unit cell. 
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For the later metal compounds (EtOPcFe, EtOPcCo, EtOPcNi, EtOPcCu), there were few, if any, 

trends observable. While in one instance, EtOPcFe may appear to be the most distorted of the 

entire series (davg = 0.705 Å), a second crystal structure, EtOPcFe*, was obtained and is more 

in line with the remainder of this series (davg = 0.240 Å) indicating again the significant role of 

crystal packing (Table 2.2). While both EtOPcFe and EtOPcFe* crystallized in the same space 

group (C2/c), we note that EtOPcFe* is the only compound in the series where two O atoms 

from ethoxy groups of adjacent molecules were pointing directly at the Fe center (dFe–O = 2.507 

Å). In all other molecules of the series, except EtOPcCr, an isoindole ring hovered directly 

above a M center or the bare N4 plane (in EtOPcH2) forming distinct sandwich structures, where 

axial metal ligands, if present, were trans-disposed (Fig. 2.6d). The isoindole-N4 distances (diso-

N4) were measured and ranged from 3.265-3.401 Å with no clear trend along the series (Table 

2.2). Together, most of these sandwich structures adopted the familiar herringbone 

arrangement in the extended structure (Fig. 2.6e) viewed, for example, along the 100 planes in 

the P21/c symmetric complexes (EtOPcH2, EtOPcHLi, EtOPcCo, EtOPcNi, EtOPcCu). 

Complexes EtOPcVO and EtOPcCr adopted more complex zigzag structures, whereas EtOPcFe 

packed in sheets, and neither of these displayed herringbone patterns. 

2.2.7 Cyclic Voltammetry 

As described in the introduction, our interest in synthesizing this series of first-row EtOPcM 

complexes was to determine their structural-electronic properties and extract possible design 

criteria for robust Pc-based RFB charge carriers. In our previous work studying EtOPcMnN, 

we isolated and fully characterized a total of four charged states, [EtOPcMnN]n (n = +2, +1, 

−1, −2), in addition to the neutral form (n = 0), and characterized the redox events as ligand-

borne.20 This species displayed clean, quasi-reversible electrochemical events by cyclic 
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voltammetry (CV) which, in a later report, we found also translated to long-term 

electrochemical stability suitable for symmetric charge carrier applications.16 While 

electrochemical reversibility on the CV timescale does not immediately translate to charge 

carrier stability,63 irreversibility on the CV timescale would almost certainly lead to poor 

charge carrier performance.64 In this section, we studied the electrochemical profiles of our 

species in an attempt to correlate structural to electrochemical properties and stability with the 

goal of proposing possible design criteria for stable Pc-based charge carriers. All complexes 

were studied by CV using [Bu4N][PF6] as supporting electrolyte and referenced to the 

ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) redox couple. CVs of all compounds were taken in DCM with 

some also collected in coordinating solvents, such as acetonitrile (ACN) and THF, for reasons 

described below (Fig. 2.7).  
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Figure 2.7: CVs of the metallophthalocyanines (concentrations range from 0.43 to 0.60 

mM) series in DCM (unless otherwise specified) with 0.1 M [Bu4N][PF6] supporting 

electrolyte at a scan rate of 0.5 V/s. A 3 mm diameter glassy carbon working electrode, a 
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Pt wire counter electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode were used. All CVs 

were internally referenced to the Fc/Fc+ redox couple.  

All CVs shown here are compared to the CV for [EtOPcMnN]n with ligand-borne redox events 

with the formal reduction potentials (E1/2) (n): −1.75 V (−2/−1), −1.38 V (−1/0), 0.02 V 

(0/+1), and 0.45 V (+1/+2) (black dashed lines, Fig. 3, Table 2.3).20 Noticeably, the CV for 

EtOPcVO is analogous to EtOPcMnN, but with anodically shifted redox events at −1.66 V, 

−1.29 V, 0.06 V, and 0.48 V, which we assign to the corresponding ligand-based redox 

couples. Similar to EtOPcMnN, we propose that the vanadyl unit in EtOPcVO acts as a redox-

innocent cap providing access to mostly ligand-based quasi-reversible redox events.20 

Compound 
E1/2 (1

st ox.) 
(Ep,a; Ep,c) 

E1/2 (2
nd ox.) 

(Ep,a; Ep,c) 
E1/2 (1

st 
red.) 

(Ep,a; Ep,c) 

E1/2 (2
nd 

red.) 
(Ep,a; Ep,c) 

E1/2 (3
rd  

red.) 
(Ep,a; Ep,c) 

OEtPcH2 
−0.08 

(0.02; −0.18) - −1.42 
(−1.34; −1.49) 

−1.76 
(−1.69; −1.83) - 

OEtPcLiH −0.15 
(−0.13; −0.19) 

0.25 
(0.27; 0.23) 

−1.49 
(−1.43; −1.54) - - 

OEtPcVO 0.06 
(0.11; 0.01) 

0.48 
(0.53; 0.43) 

−1.29 
(−1.24; −1.34) 

−1.66 
(−1.61; −1.71) - 

OEtPcCr (in 

ACN) 

0.13 
(0.19; 0.06) 

0.48 
(0.54; 0.42) 

−0.88 
(−0.91; −0.84) 

−1.42 
(−1.45; −1.38) 

−1.75 
(−1.78; −1.72) 

OEtPcMnCl 0.18 
(0.21; 0.14) 

0.52 
(0.56; 0.48) - - - 

OEtPcMnN 0.01 
(0.08; −0.06) 

0.44 
(0.51; 0.37) 

−1.40 
(−1.33; −1.47) 

−1.77 
(−1.70; −1.83) - 

OEtPcFe (in 

DCM) 

0.08 
(0.28; −0.11) 

0.56 
(0.79; 0.33) 

−1.20 
(−1.01; −1.39) - - 

OEtPcFe (in 

THF) 

−0.06 
(0.02; −0.13) 

0.44 
(0.51; 0.37) 

−1.02 
(−0.94; −1.11) 

−1.64 
(−1.54; −1.73) - 
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OEtPcCo −0.10 
(0.03; −0.22) 

0.64 
(0.68; 0.60) 

−0.88 
(−0.81; −0.95) - - 

OEtPcNi −0.12 
(0.01; −0.25) 

0.62 
(0.68; 0.56) 

−1.55 
(−1.44; −1.65) 

−1.94 
(−1.85; −2.02) - 

OEtPcCu −0.05 
(0.05; −0.15) - −1.46 

(−1.40; −1.51) 
−1.83 

(−1.77; −1.88) - 

 

Table 2.3: Peak potentials for all compounds as found in their individual voltammograms 

using the experimental conditions described in the experimental section. 

 We observed interesting parallels in the next three compounds of the series: EtOPcCr, 

EtOPcMnCl, and EtOPcFe. In particular, in DCM, all revealed poorly defined redox events, 

especially on the reductive side, possibly due to axial ligand lability – THF in EtOPcCr or Cl− 

in EtOPcMnCl – and/or reaction with the DCM solvent (Fig. 2.7). For EtOPcCr and EtOPcFe, 

this is contrasted to their CVs in coordinating solvents, such as ACN or THF (Fig. 2.7). While 

the CV of EtOPcCr was taken in both THF (Fig. 2.8 (b)) and ACN (Fig. 2.8 (c)), the limited 

electrochemical window of the former prevented a full analysis of all redox events.  
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Figure 2.8: CVs of EtOPcCr at varying scan rates (inset) with the arrow indicating initial 

scan direction in (a) DCM (b) THF (c) ACN. See experimental section for individual data 

and experimental conditions. 

Taken in ACN, the CV revealed three quasi-reversible reductions (E1/2 = −0.88, −1.42 and 

−1.75 V) and two quasi-reversible oxidations (E1/2 = 0.13 and 0.48 V) (Fig. 2.8 (c), Table 2.3). 

While these events cannot be definitely assigned as either ring- or metal-centered, a 

comparison to literature would suggest that one of the oxidations is metal-centered and most 

reductions are ligand-centered.65 Regardless, coordinating solvents clearly play a significant 

role in generating more quasi-reversible redox events on the CV timescale, likely due to 

maintained axial coordination and reduced aggregation, compared to a non-coordinating 

solvent, such as DCM (Fig. 2.8 (a)). A similar pattern is observed with OEtPcFe where the CV 

in DCM displayed a series of unassigned irreversible events, in stark contrast to the four clean 

quasi-reversible redox events (two reductions, two oxidations) in THF at E1/2 values of −1.64, 

−1.03, −0.05, and 0.44 V (Fig. 2.9 (b), Table 2.3).  
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Figure 2.9: CVs of EtOPcFe at varying scan rates (inset) with the arrow indicating initial 

scan direction in (a) DCM (b) THF. See experimental section for individual data and 

experimental conditions. 

While the solid-state structure of OEtPcFe revealed no Fe-bound THF molecules, in contrast to 

OEtPcCr (Fig. 2.6a), PcFeII species are known to bind axial ligands,66, 67 especially strong field 

ones. Given that the CV was acquired in THF, it is likely that at least weak coordination may 

act to stabilize the redox events, particularly compared to DCM (Fig. 2.9 (a)). We note that the 

two assigned oxidation events for OEtPcFe (E1/2 = −0.05, 0.44 V) are remarkably similar to 

those for EtOPcMnN (E1/2 = 0.02, 0.45 V) and may suggest ligand-borne oxidation events, 

supporting Scheiner’s calculations.42 In contrast, the reductive events for OEtPcFe (E1/2 = 

−1.64, −1.03 V) are significantly different than for EtOPcMnN (E1/2 = −1.75, −1.38 V) and are 

consistent with metal-borne vs. ligand-borne reduction events, respectively, consistent with 

both experimental66 and Scheiner’s theoretical results.42 The following set of compounds, 

EtOPcCo, EtOPcNi, and EtOPcCu, each display relatively sharp, non-diffusional events at 

similar potentials – Ep = 0.22, −0.25, and −0.15 V, respectively – which appear only after 

scanning to the outermost second oxidation events at approximately 0.7 V (Fig. 2.7, Table 2.3). 

These sharp, Gaussian-shaped current peaks are tentatively assigned as adsorptive stripping 

events resulting from the oxidatively induced adsorption of the compounds onto the electrode 

surface.68-71 We further propose that the absence of available axial metal-ligand coordination 

for EtOPcCo in DCM, as well as the inability for coordination to EtOPcNi and EtOPcCu due to 

filled dz2 orbitals, likely facilitate the interaction of the metallophthalocyanines with the 

electrode surface. The metal-free EtOPcH2 also displays this phenomenon in further support of 

our assessment (Fig. 2.10).  
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Figure 2.10: CVs of EtOPcH2  at varying scan rates (inset) with the arrow indicating initial 

scan direction. Experimental conditions: Taken in DCM with 0.53 mM of EtOPcH2, 0.1 M 

of [Bu4N][PF6], 3 mm diameter glassy carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter 

electrode, and Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. Internally referenced to Fc/Fc+. 

 
Such Pc-carbon surface interactions are well precedented and have been exploited for many 

applications.13, 72-74 While these interactions are typically ascribed to Pc-surface π─π 

interactions,73  we observed that our EtOPcCo required the most polishing between scans, 

suggesting a possible metal-based contribution to surface adsorption. On the reductive side, a 

quasi-reversible event for EtOPcCo is observed at E1/2 = −0.88 V, similar to EtOPcFe (E1/2 = 

−1.03 V), and is assigned as a metal-based reduction event consistent with DFT studies.42 This 

reduction event is also noticeably shifted from the two quasi-reversible reduction events 

observed in EtOPcNi (E1/2 = −1.94, −1.55 V) and EtOPcCu (E1/2 = −1.83, −1.46 V) which are 
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very similar to those observed in EtOPcMn3 and support predicted ligand-based redox events 

(Table 2.2, Fig. 2.7).20, 42 

 The last compound in our series, the structurally uncharacterized OEtPcZn, exhibited 

two quasi-reversible oxidations at E1/2 = −0.19, 0.20 V, as well as a quasi-reversible reduction 

event at E1/2 = −1.64 V, all of which would necessarily be ligand-borne. Additionally, this 

reduction was followed by two irreversible reduction (Ep,c = −1.90, −2.06 V), as well as a final 

reductive event (Ep = −2.38 V) resulting in a sharp irreversible response which is likely due to 

reaction with the DCM solvent. Unlike, in the other late metal Pcs described above, adsorption 

to the electrode surface did not seem to occur with OEtPcZn. In the absence of structural 

characterization, we cannot definitively state why OEtPcZn does not adsorb onto the electrode 

surface; however, we note that most published PcZn species contain axially coordinated 

solvent molecules51, 75, which is further supported by a cursory search of the Cambridge 

Crystallographic Data Center. Given OEtPcZn was synthesized in DMF, it is possible that some 

coordinating solvent molecules remain. 

 Correlating our electrochemical and structural data for this series of compounds, we 

can propose that non-labile axial metal-ligand coordination (EtOPcVO, EtOPcMnN) is optimal 

for generating clean, quasi-reversible electrochemical events. In the case of EtOPcMnN, we 

have shown that such electrochemical properties translated to excellent charge carrier 

stability.16 The poor reductive stability of EtOPcMnCl suggested possible chloride lability. In 

the absence of a strongly bound ligand, the electrochemical properties of our species were 

drastically improved by the presence of a coordinating solvent, such as THF or ACN, when 

such a species was capable of binding the solvent (EtOPcCr, EtOPcFe). For the later metals, 

EtOPcCo, EtOPcNi, and EtOPcCu, our structural data indicated the absence of axial metal-ligand 
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coordination (Fig. 2.6a) which clearly translated to pronounced electrode adsorption events in 

DCM (Fig. 2.7), also observed for EtOPcH2. Axial ligands likely play a significant role in 

preventing aggregation and stacking at the electrode, as shown most significantly in the solid-

state structure of EtOPcCr, where individual molecules are the most spaced apart. While some 

compounds known to adsorb onto electrodes have been tested as potential charge carriers with 

some degree of success,63 we believe that this characteristic is likely not beneficial for long-

term RFB cycling (> 1,000 cycles) due to possible incomplete desorption from cycle to cycle 

which may lead to poorer electrode kinetics.68 

2.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we described the synthesis and characterization of a series of substituted 

metallophthalocyanines, EtOPcM (M = VO, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn), as well as their lithiated 

and protonated precursors (M = HLi, H2). All complexes were structurally characterized 

(except EtOPcZn) and their electrochemical properties interrogated. Depending on the nature 

of M, the electrochemical results revealed both ligand- and metal-borne redox events which 

were correlated to previous experimental and theoretical results. Structural correlations were 

also drawn wherein the late metal species (EtOPcCo, EtOPcNi, EtOPcCu) with no axial metal-

ligand coordination revealed pronounced electrode adsorption events which could hinder their 

applications as stable charge carriers for RFB applications. In contrast, species with non-labile 

axial groups (EtOPcVO and EtOPcMnN) revealed clean, quasi-reversible electrochemical 

profiles. The use of coordinating solvents was also found to significantly improve the 

reversibility of the redox processes for EtOPcCr and EtOPcFe, likely preventing their 

aggregation onto the electrode surfaces. We are currently investigating the use of these 

compounds as potential charge carriers for RFB applications.  
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2.4 Experimental Section 

Techniques and Reagents. All air-free manipulations were performed under an atmosphere of 

dry, oxygen-free N2 within an MBraun glovebox (MBRAUN UNIlab Pro SP Eco equipped 

with a −40°C freezer), or by standard Schlenk techniques. Pentane, hexanes, benzene, diethyl 

ether, DCM, and THF (inhibitor-free) were dried and degassed on an MBraun Solvent 

Purification System and stored over activated 4 Å molecular sieves. All other solvents 

(chloroform, DMF) were degassed by freeze-pump-thaw and stored on activated 4 Å molecular 

sieves prior to use. Metal salts (VOSO4·5H2O, CrCl2, Fe(OAc)2, CoCl2·6H2O, NiCl2·6H2O, 

CuCl2, and ZnCl2) were purchased from Strem Chemicals, Li metal, 2,3-dicyanohydroquinone 

from Acros Organics, and ethyl iodide from Alfa Aesar and all were used without further 

purification. All other reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Fisher Scientific, or VWR 

and used without further purification. EtOPcMnCl and EtOPcMnN were synthesized following 

our previous report.20 Celite® and 4 Å molecular sieves were dried at 250 °C under dynamic 

vacuum (<0.1 Torr) for 24 h prior to use.  

Spectroscopic Measurements. NMR spectra were obtained on an Agilent Technologies 400 

MHz spectrometer, or a Varian 600 MHz spectrometer, and referenced to residual solvent. 

Chemical shifts (δ) are recorded in ppm and the coupling constants are in Hz. J-Young air-

tight adaptors were used for air- and water-sensitive compounds. Perpendicular-mode X-band 

EPR spectra were collected on a Bruker EMX EPR spectrometer equipped with an Oxford 

ESR 900 liquid helium cryostat. All EPR samples contained roughly 1 mg of material and data 

acquisition collected at 100 K in frozen DCM or THF. It should be noted that a small residual 

free radical signal is commonly observed in PcM complexes.18 UV-Vis spectra were collected 

on a Shimadzu UV-2401PC spectrophotometer. All measurements were performed on 
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recrystallized product. All stock solutions and dilutions were prepared by mass. Zero-field 57Fe 

Mössbauer spectroscopy was performed using a SEE Co Model W304 resonant gamma-ray 

spectrometer (activity = 50 mCi +/- 10%), 57Co/Rh source (manufactured by Ritverc) equipped 

with a Janis Research Model SVT-400 cryostat system. The source linewidth is < 0.12 mm/s 

for the outermost lines of a 25 micron alpha-Fe foil standard. Isomer shifts are referenced to 

alpha-Fe foil at room temperature. Samples were prepared using approximately 30 mg of 

powdered material and measured at 100 K unless otherwise noted. Data was fitted using a 

custom Igor Pro (Wavemetrics) macro package developed by the Betley group at Harvard 

University. 

X-ray Crystallography. Data was collected on a Bruker KAPPA APEX II diffractometer 

equipped with an APEX II CCD detector using a TRIUMPH monochromator with a Mo Kα 

X-ray source (α = 0.71073 Å). The crystals were mounted on a cryoloop under Paratone-N oil, 

and all data were collected at 100 K using an Oxford nitrogen gas cryostream system. A 

hemisphere of data was collected using ω scans with 0.5° frame widths. Data collection and 

cell parameter determination were conducted using the SMART program. Integration of the 

data frames and final cell parameter refinement were performed using SAINT software. 

Absorption correction of the data was carried out using SADABS. Structure determination was 

done using direct or Patterson methods and difference Fourier techniques. All hydrogen atom 

positions were idealized and rode on the atom of attachment. Structure solution, refinement, 

graphics, and creation of publication materials were performed using SHELXTL or OLEX2. 

Electrochemical Measurements. CV was performed on a CH Instruments 630E 

Electrochemical Analysis Potentiostat. Unless otherwise noted, the working electrode was a 

3mm diameter glassy carbon (CH Instruments) and was cleaned prior to each experiment by 
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sequentially polishing with a gradient of 1.0 μm, 0.3 μm, and 0.05 μm alumina (CH 

Instruments) on a cloth pad, followed by rinsing with distilled water and acetone. The Pt wire 

pseudo-reference and counter electrodes were rinsed with distilled water and acetone and 

heated white-hot with a butane torch. All measurements were performed on recrystallized 

product and referenced to the Fc/Fc+ redox couple unless otherwise stated. 

3,6-Diethoxyphthalonitrile. 3,6-Diethoxyphthalonitrile was synthesized using a modified 

literature procedure.20, 21 A mixture of 2,3-dicyanohydroquinone (5.20 g, 33.4 mmol, 1 equiv) 

and K2CO3 (5.00 g, 36 mmol, 1.1 equiv) in 125 mL of wet acetone was sparged with N2 or Ar 

for 30 minutes then heated to reflux. Ethyl iodide (13 mL, 162 mmol, 5 equiv) was then added 

dropwise to the mixture. The yellow slurry was stirred under reflux for 48 h. After cooling, the 

yellow solid was filtered on a glass frit and subsequently transferred to a mortar and pestle 

where it was ground into a powder. The powder was reintroduced to the glass frit and washed 

successively with 500 mL of H2O, 150 mL of EtOH, and 150 mL of Et2O. The product was 

collected and dried under reduced pressure for 24 h, affording a white powder. Additional 

product could be recovered by evaporation of the eluent after the wash, and this additional 

product was similarly washed with H2O, EtOH, and Et2O. Yield: 5.154 g (73.4%). 1H NMR 

(600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 7.21 (s, 2H, C6H2.), 4.16 (q, J = 7.0 Hz, 4H, OCH2CH3), 1.48 (t, J = 7.0 

Hz, 6H, OCH2CH3). 

EtOPcHLi. This compound was synthesized following our previously reported procedure.20 

Single crystals suitable for XRD studies were obtained by vapor diffusion of Et2O into a 

concentrated solution of the product in DCM. 1H NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 14.75 (s, 1H, 

NH), 7.57-7.52 (m, 8H, C6H2), 4.97-4.89 (m, 16H, OCH2CH3), 1.82-1.75 (m, 24H, OCH2CH3). 
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λmax (ε) = 723 nm (66,552 M−1 cm−1), 783 nm (76,897 M−1 cm−1). MS (MALDI-TOF): 

Calculated 873.18(M+) Found 873.40 (M+). 

EtOPcH2. This compound was synthesized using a modified literature procedure.20, 21 EtOPcHLi 

(1.00 g, 0.98 mmol, 1 equiv) was slurried in 50 mL of H2O in a flask and 5 mL HCl (12.1 M, 

excess) was added dropwise over the course of 5 mins, changing the green slurry to a purple 

solution. The progress of the reaction was monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy every 24 h, 

with a small aliquot of solution removed and neutralized with excess bicarbonate, before 

filtering over a plug Celite®/glass wool, leaving a dark green pad that was washed with excess 

water and then extracted with CH2Cl2, resulting in a forest green eluent that was reduced to 

dryness and subsequently dissolved in CD2Cl2 for analysis. The product was neutralized with 

NaHCO3 (20.000 g, 238 mmol, excess) once a conversion > 95% was observed by NMR 

spectroscopy (after roughly 48 h). The produce was collected by filtration and washed with 

500 mL H2O, 250 mL EtOH, and 150 mL of Et2O, resulting in a dark green powder that was 

dried under reduced pressure. Yield: 0.857 g (86.0%). Single crystals suitable for XRD studies 

were obtained by vapor diffusion of Et2O into a concentrated solution of the product in DCM.  

1H NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 7.66 (s, 8H, C6H2), 4.92 (q, J = 7.0 Hz, 16H, OCH2CH3), 1.81 

(t, J = 7.0 Hz, 24H, OCH2CH3), 0.23 (s, 2H, NH). λmax (ε) = 770 nm (102,222 M−1 cm−1). MS 

(MALDI-TOF): Calculated 866.38(M+) Found 866.38 (M+). 

EtOPcVO. This compound was synthesized using a modified literature procedure.21 Under an 

inert atmosphere, EtOPcHLi (0.200 g, 0.23 mmol, 1 equiv), VOSO4·5H2O (0.200 g, 0.79 mmol, 

excess), and NaHCO3 (0.200 g, 2.3 mmol, excess) were combined in a round-bottom flask with 

15 mL of DMF, and the resulting mixture was heated to 145 °C for 4 h. H2O (100 mL) was 

then added and the solution was stirred for 15 mins, and subsequently filtered through a glass 
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frit, leaving a dark green solid. The solid was washed successively with 150 mL of H2O, 50 

mL of EtOH, and 50 mL of Et2O and subsequently collected and dried under reduced pressure. 

Yield: 0.090 g (42.2%). Single crystals suitable for XRD studies were obtained by vapor 

diffusion of Et2O into a concentrated solution of the product in DCM.  1H NMR (600 MHz, 

CD2Cl2): δ 8.53 (bs, C6H2), 5.03 (bs, OCH2CH3), 1.86 (bs, OCH2CH3). λmax (ε) = 786 nm 

(160,930 M−1 cm−1). MS (MALDI-TOF): Calculated 931.30 (M+) Found 932.39 (M-H+). 

EtOPcCr. Under an inert atmosphere, EtOPcH2 (0.50 g, 0.58 mmol, 1.0 equiv), CrCl2 (0.080 g, 

0.65 mmol, 1.1 equiv), and NaHCO3 (0.242 g, 2.9 mmol, 5 equiv) were slurried in 30 mL of 

DMF in a thick-walled pressure vessel and heated to 100 °C for 5 h, resulting in a dark blue 

solution. After cooling, the mixture was filtered under inert atmosphere and the solid was 

extracted with THF. The combined filtrate was collected and dried under vacuum at 100 °C. 

The product was then purified by layered recrystallization using THF/isooctane at −35 °C. 

Yield: 0.260 g (49.0%). Single crystals suitable for XRD studies were obtained by vapor 

diffusion of 2,2,4-trimethylpentane into a concentrated solution of the product in THF.  1H 

NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 6.46-6.19 (bm), δ 1.89 (bs), δ -3.56 (bs). λmax (ε) = 771 nm (91,412 

M−1 cm−1). MS (MALDI-TOF): Calculated 916.30 (M+) Found 917.39 (M+). 

EtOPcFe. Under an inert atmosphere, EtOPcH2 (1.00 g, 1.15 mmol, 1 equiv) and Fe(OAc)2 (0.24 

g, 1.38 mmol, 1.2 equiv) were slurried in 15 mL of toluene and heated to reflux for 24 h 

resulting in a dark green solution. After cooling, all volatiles were removed under reduced 

pressure, yielding a dark green powder. The crude product was transferred to a glass frit and 

washed with 25 mL of pentane and 25 mL of EtO2. The resulting dark green filter was extracted 

with 50 mL of DCM and the filtrate was reduced to an estimated 10 mL under reduced pressure, 

and layered with pentane (10mL) at room temperature. Yield: 0.840 g (75.8%). Single crystals 
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suitable for XRD studies were obtained by vapor diffusion of hexanes into a concentrated 

solution of the product in benzene at room temperature. 1H NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 9.90 

(q, J = 7 Hz, 16H, OCH2CH3), 4.32 (t, J = 7 Hz, 24H, OCH2CH3), 3.44 (s, 8H, C6H2). λmax (ε) 

= 765 nm (41,868 M−1 cm−1). MS (MALDI-TOF): Calculated 920.29 (M+) Found  920.40 

(M+). 

EtOPcCo. Under an inert atmosphere, EtOPcHLi (0.200 g, 0.23 mmol, 1 equiv), CoCl2·6H2O 

(0.200 g, 0.84 mmol, excess), and NaHCO3 (0.200 g, 2.3 mmol, excess) were combined in a 

round-bottom flask with 15 mL of DMF, and the resulting mixture was heated to 145 °C for 4 

h. H2O (100 mL) was then added and the solution was stirred for 15 mins, and subsequently 

filtered through a glass frit, leaving a dark green solid. The solid was washed successively with 

150 mL of H2O, 10 mL of EtOH, and 25 mL of Et2O and subsequently collected and dried 

under reduced pressure. Yield: 0.204 g (96%). Single crystals suitable for XRD studies were 

obtained by vapor diffusion of pentane into a concentrated solution of the product in DCM, or 

by slow evaporation from EtOH. 1H NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 9.89 (bs, C6H2), 7.30 (bs, 

OCH2CH3), 3.39 (bs, OCH2CH3). λmax (ε) = 738 nm (28,793 M−1 cm−1). MS (MALDI-TOF): 

Calculated 923.29 (M+) Found 923.40 (M+). 

EtOPcNi. This compound was synthesized using a modified literature procedure.21 In air, 

EtOPcHLi (0.208 g, 0.24 mmol, 1 equiv), NiCl2·6H2O (0.200 g, 0.84 mmol, excess), and 

NaHCO3 (0.200 g, 2.3 mmol, excess) were combined in a round-bottom flask with 15 mL of 

DMF, and the resulting mixture was heated to 145 °C for 4 h. H2O (100 mL) was then added 

and the solution was stirred for 15 mins, and subsequently filtered through a glass frit, leaving 

a dark green solid. The solid was washed successively with 150 mL of H2O, 50 mL of EtOH, 

and 50 mL of Et2O and subsequently collected and dried under reduced pressure. Yield: 0.230 
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g (>100% (excluding co-crystallized CH2Cl2); 88.24% (including co-crystallized CH2Cl2)). 

Single crystals suitable for XRD studies were obtained by vapor diffusion of Et2O into a 

concentrated solution of the product in DCM. 1H NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 7.54 (s, 8H, 

C6H2), 4.83 (q, J = 7.0 Hz, 16H, OCH2CH3), 1.75 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 24H, OCH2CH3). λmax (ε) = 

742 nm (121276.6 M−1 cm−1). MS (MALDI-TOF): Calculated 922.29 (M+) Found 923.40 (M-

H+).  

EtOPcCu. This compound was synthesized using a modified literature procedure.21 Under an 

inert atmosphere, EtOPcHLi (0.207 g, 0.24 mmol, 1 equiv), CuCl2 (0.161 g, 1.20 mmol, 5 

equiv), and NaHCO3 (0.107 g, 1.27 mmol, 5.3 equiv) were combined in a round-bottom flask 

with 10 mL of DMF, and the resulting mixture was heated to 165 °C for 20 h. H2O (80 mL) 

was then added and the solution was stirred for 30 mins, and subsequently filtered through a 

glass frit, leaving a dark green solid. The solid was washed successively with 100 mL of H2O 

and 20 mL of EtOH and subsequently collected and dried under reduced pressure. Yield: 0.091 

g (41.4%). Single crystals suitable for XRD studies were obtained by vapor diffusion of 

hexanes into a concentrated solution of the product in DCM, or by slow evaporation from 

EtOH. 1H NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 4.58 (bs, 16H), δ 1.61 (bs, 24H).  λmax (ε) = 750 nm 

(72,421 M−1 cm−1). MS (MALDI-TOF): Calculated 927.29 (M+) Found 927.40 (M+). 

EtOPcZn. This compound was synthesized using a modified literature procedure.21 Under an 

inert atmosphere, EtOPcHLi (0.2174 g, 0.25 mmol, 1 equiv), ZnCl2 (0.1813 g, 1.33 mmol, 5.3 

equiv), and NaHCO3 (0.1223 g, 1.46 mmol, 5.8 equiv) were combined in a round-bottom flask 

with 20 mL of DMF, and the resulting mixture was heated to 165 °C for 20 h. H2O (80 mL) 

was then added and the solution was stirred for 30 mins, and subsequently filtered through a 

glass frit, leaving a dark green solid. The solid was washed successively with 100 mL of H2O 
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and 20 mL of EtOH and subsequently collected and dried under reduced pressure. High purity 

product could be recrystallized by vapor diffusion of hexanes into a concentrated DCM 

solution of the product. Yield: 0.091 g (22.1%). 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.62 (s, 8H, 

C6H2), 5.04 (q, J = 7.0 Hz, 16H, OCH2CH3), 1.74 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 24H, OCH2CH3). λmax (ε) = 

742 nm (121276.6 M−1 cm−1).  λmax (ε) = 741 nm (97,885 M−1 cm−1). MS (MALDI-TOF): 

Calculated 929.30 (M+) Found 930.37 (M-H+). 
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Chapter 3: Characterization of the Electrodeposition Behavior of 

a Cobalt Phthalocyanine Complex 
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3.1 Introduction 

Phthalocyanines (Pcs) and their metalated analogues (MPcs) are a class of compounds that 

have demonstrated a high degree of versatility in their applications being used as dyes and 

pigments1, 2, sensitizers in solar cells3-12, molecular catalysts13-17, and electrochemical 

sensors18-21. The ease of structural modification leading to the tuning of material properties, 

such as photochemical and electrochemical behavior, for Pcs has been a leading reason for 

their wide-spread utility with both the metal center identity22, 23 and that of the substituents24, 

25 being significant. Of  particular relevance are Pc-modified surfaces, which have been 

extensively studied for use in fuel cells26-28, as electrochemical sensors29-31 and as 

electrocatalysts32-34. Surface modification can be achieved through several experimental 

methods. Vacuum deposition has been used with unsubstituted Pcs35, 36, offering precise 

control over the Pc film thickness and surface coverage; however, this method is  limited to 

unsubstituted Pcs due to decomposition of substituted Pc macrocycles. For substituted Pcs 

solution processing of the Pc and electrode surface is preferred. Tethering the covalent 

attachment of a Pc to a surface through either its ring or axial substituents can create uniform 

self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) at the surface and has the advantage of stable dative 

interactions forming the basis of attachment; however, this method requires substituents 

capable of bonding to the surface thus limiting the scope of applicable Pcs.23 The most common 

Pc-modified surfaces are carbon electrodes which typically rely on spontaneous formation of 

π-stacked Pc layers at the electrode surface enabling modification with a wide variety of 

substituted Pcs.37 Finally, electrodeposition can be performed by repetitive scanning of a cyclic 

voltammogram allowing for the Pc to build up at the electrode surface.38, 39 The ability of MPc 

complexes to functionalize electrodes through electrodeposition, particularly cobalt and iron 
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phthalocyanines, has been exploited in electrochemical sensing application.40-42 A variety of 

PcCo complexes have been shown to engage in both oxidatively induced electrodeposition41 

and electropolymerization43 . Previous work by our group44 showed that octa-ethoxy 

substituted Pc complexes with late transition metals — OEtPcCo, OEtPcNi, and OEtPcCu (OEtPc 

= 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octaethoxy-Pc) — show interaction with the electrode surface upon 

oxidation in dichloromethane (DCM). Similar features with transient oxidative adsorption 

have been reported for other Pcs with oxygen-bearing substituents45, 46 and the conditions of 

film formation have been shown to affect the electrochemical sensing ability of these modified 

electrodes39. Herein we describe the use of electrochemical methods to study the OEtPcCo 

interaction with electrode surfaces to better understand the factors influencing the adsorption 

behavior and how this may be beneficial to the creation of modified electrode surfaces. 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 Fundamental Electrochemistry 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the CV of OEtPcCo shows one quasi-reversible reduction (E1/2 = -

0.88 V) that is metal based in character (CoII ➝ CoI)  as well as two oxidative peaks E1/2 = -

0.10 V and 0.64 V) assigned to Pc oxidation (Pc2- ➝ Pc1- and Pc1- ➝ Pc0). Comparing the effect 

of scan rate on the features reveals distinct changes between slow (5 mVs-1, Fig. 3.1 (a)) and 

fast (750 mVs-1, Fig. 3.1 (b)) scan rates. The first oxidation has a sharp return feature indicative 

of a non-diffusional response that broadens and decreases in its intensity relative to the other 

peaks as scan rate increases. The second oxidation appears surface bound at slow scan rates 

with a small peak to peak separation (17 mV) while at faster scan rates the second oxidation 

broadens with the return feature becoming difficult to distinguish. The reductive peak appears 

quasi-reversible and diffusional with a ratio of the cathodic peak current (Ip,c) to the anodic 
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peak current (Ip,a) being close to unity at slow scan rates while at faster scan rates the forward 

scan shows a broadening and an increase in the ratio of Ip,c to Ip,a to 2, indicating a more complex 

electron transfer mechanism.46, 47 It is worth noting that the ring-based reductions of Pcs often 

show more reversibility than the oxidations due to the tendency of oxidized Pc species to 

aggregate; however, it is possible that in this case the oxidative adsorption is complicating the 

reductive events reversibiltiy.48  

 

Figure 3.1: CV of OEtPcCo at (a) 0.005 V/s at a concentration of 0.52 mM in DCM (b) 

0.750  V/s at a concentration of 0.58mM in DCM under N2 atmosphere with [NBu4][PF6] 

(0.1 M) supporting electrolyte, a 3 mm glassy carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter 

electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. 

Variable scan rate data of OEtPcCo in DCM (Fig. 3.2 (a)) was collected and investigated using 

the Randles-Ševčík equation.  Due to the adsorptive nature of the first oxidation, a linear 

relationship between the peak current and the scan rate is expected. Instead, a linear 

relationship between the peak current and the square root of the scan rate is observed, as well 

as a non-zero intercept for the [OEtPcCo] + / [OEtPcCo] redox couple (Fig. 3.2 (b)). While this 

��� ���
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is unexpected for a surface bound event, previous reports45 have indicated similar dependence 

for other Pcs showing electrode adsorption. The interaction of OEtPcCo with the electrode 

surface were also investigated to determine both the diffusion coefficient (D) and the 

heterogeneous charge-transfer rate coefficient (k0) through use of Randles-Ševčík49 (Fig. 3.2 

(b)) and Nicholson plots50, 51 (Fig. 3.2 (c)) respectively. 
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Figure 3.2: Fundamental electrochemical data. (a) Variable scan rate CV of OEtPcCo in 

DCM (0.58 mM) with [NBu4][PF6] (0.1 M) supporting electrolyte and using a 3 mm 

diameter glassy carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and Pt wire pseudo-

reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. (b) Randles-Ševčík plot for each 

redox event in OEtPcCo. (c) Nicholson plot for each redox event in OEtPcCo. See 

experimental section for fitting details. 

The diffusion coefficient for each redox event as well the heterogeneous rate transfer 

coefficient match with literature values52-54 (Table 3.1). These results indicate that there may 

be contributions of both adsorption and diffusional effects which have been reported before45. 

Species D
Randles-Ševčík 

(cm
2
 s

-1
) 

[OEtPcCo]+ 2.33x10-5 

[OEtPcCo] 1.69x10-5 

[OEtPcCo]- 1.45x10-5 

Redox Couple E1/2 (V) k0-Nicholson (cm s-1) 

[OEtPcCo]⇌[OEtPcCo]++e- -0.11 0.0008 

[OEtPcCo]+e-⇌[OEtPcCo]- -1.00 0.0096 

 

Table 3.1: Relevant experimental physical parameters (D, k0, and E1/2) for OEtPcCo on a 

glassy working electrode. Full fitting data can be found in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. 

To further probe the adsorption behavior, we tested the effect of electrode composition by 

changing from a glassy carbon to a platinum disk working electrode, collecting the variable 

scan rate data (Fig.3.3 (a)) and determining D (Fig. 3.3 (b)) and k0 (Fig. 3.3 (c)). 
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Figure 3.3: Fundamental electrochemical data. (a) Variable scan rate CV of OEtPcCo in 

DCM (0.58 mM) with [NBu4][PF6] (0.1 M) supporting electrolyte and using a 1.5 mm 

diameter Pt disk working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and Pt wire pseudo-

reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. (b) Randles-Ševčík plot for each 

redox event in OEtPcCo. (c) Nicholson plot for OEtPcCo. Fitting data can be found in the 

experimental section in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 

Use of a platinum disk working electrode shows a similar response to that of the glassy carbon 

working electrode. The values for D are similar for all redox events and the values for k0 are 

similar for the oxidative events however the k0 for the reductive event on the Pt disk electrode 

was unable to be determined using the Nicholson method tehrefor it is not reported here (Table 

3.2).  

Species D
Randles-Ševčík 

(cm
2
 s

-1
) 

[OEtPcCo]+ 3.68x10-5 

[OEtPcCo] 1.96x10-5 

[OEtPcCo]- 1.51x10-5 

Redox Couple E1/2 (V) k0-Nicholson (cm s-1) 

[OEtPcCo]⇌[OEtPcCo]++e- -0.10 0.0011 

[OEtPcCo]+e-⇌[OEtPcCo]- -0.94 - 

 

Table 3.2: Relevant experimental physical parameters (D, k0, and E1/2) for OEtPcCo on Pt 

disk electrode. Full fitting data can be found in the experimental section in Tables 3.5 and 

3.6. 
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Pcs have been shown to form 𝜋-𝜋 interactions one different carbon-based and metallic 

surfaces, however, the strength of the interactions depends on the surface identity.39, 55, 56 These 

results indicate that the electrochemically induced interaction between the electrode and 

OEtPcCo is similar for both the glassy carbon and platinum disk electrodes perhaps indicating 

that the adsorption response is primarily a function of the interaction between adjacent OEtPcCo 

molecules. To investigate this we tested the effect of atmosphere on the electrochemical 

behavior as cobalt phthalocyanines are known axially ligate O2.57  This is reflected through the 

loss of the adsorption behavior in the CV of OEtPcCo  under an air atmosphere (Fig. 3.4 and 

Fig. 3.5(a)) with isolation of  the first oxidation shows a more diffusional shape than was 

observed under N2 atmosphere. 
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Figure 3.4: Variable scan rate CV the first oxidation of OEtPcCo (0.61 mM) in DCM under 

air atmosphere with [NBu4][PF6] (0. 1M) supporting electrolyte, a 3 mm glassy carbon 

working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. 

Internally referenced to ferrocene. 
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Figure 3.5: Variable scan rate CV of (a) OEtPcCo (0.61 mM) (b) OEtPcNi (0.61 mM) (c) 

OEtPcCu (0.69 mM) in DCM under air atmosphere with [NBu4][PF6] (0.1 M) supporting 

electrolyte, a 3 mm glassy carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and a Pt 

wire pseudo-reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene.  

The coordination of O2 axially may offer an explanation as to the reason for the change in peak 

shape as the axially coordination prevents OEtPcCo 𝜋-stacking interactions. To further confirm, 

the CVs of OEtPcNi (Fig. 3.5 (b))  and OEtPcCu (Fig. 3.5 (c)), which exhibit the same adsorption 

response44 but do not show a tendency to form O2-coordinated complexes, were taken in air. 

Both complexes showed the adsorption  features in inert and air atmospheres demonstrating 

that axial ligation is detrimental to the intermolecular interaction necessary for film formation. 

3.2.2 Electrochemical Film Formation 

To further probe film formation, the effect of electrochemical conditions was tested through 

two methods: repetitive scanning of the CV and pre-conditioning of the electrode at an 

oxidative potential followed linear sweep voltammetry (LSV). Electrolytic deposition is 

typically achieved through potentiodynamic methods by repetitive cycling of the potential over 

a CV; however, potentiostatic measurements have also been employed by holding at a specific 

potential for a known length of time.41, 42 A solution of OEtPcCo in DCM with [Bu4N][PF6] 

was cycled between +1 V to -2 V vs Fc/Fc+ at 0.5 V s-1 during 500 potential cycles (Fig. 3.6).  
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Figure 3.6: Every fifth scan of a multi-sweep CV of OEtPcCo (0.95 mM) of at 0.5 V/s with 

[NBu4][PF6] (0.1 M) supporting electrolyte and using a 3 mm diameter glassy carbon 

working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. 

Internally referenced to ferrocene. 

Over the course of the potential cycling the reduction peak at -1.0 V  remained stable although 

the reverse wave did not show a decrease in the peak current over the course of the experiment. 

The cathodic wave of the first oxidative peak shifts  by 0.3 V to a more negative potential with 

concurrent broadening over the course of the experiment.  Similar peak broadening and shifts 

to more negative potentials are seen for the second oxidative event. OEtPcCo  demonstrates 
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both a shift in peak potential as well as the peak broadening,  similar to what has been observed 

for electrodeposition of thiophene substituted Pcs, indicating this is indeed electrodeposition.42 

Due to the seemingly oxidatively induced nature of the deposition process, LSV with 

a pre-conditioning step at an oxidative potential was employed to compare with the results 

obtained by potential cycling of the CV. Different pre-conditioning  times were used to 

elucidate the effects of the oxidative potential hold. With no pre-conditioning applied to the 

electrode, variable scan rate LSV shows one distinct oxidative peak with a lower peak current 

than what is observed in the variable scan rate CV in addition to a more diffusional peak shape 

across all scan rates(Fig. 3.7(a)) 
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Figure 3.7: Variable scan rate linear sweep voltammetry of OEtPcCo (0.56 mM) in DCM 

under N2 atmosphere with [NBu4][PF6] (0.1 M) supporting electrolyte, a 3 mm glassy 

carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference 

electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. Preconditioning at 0.9 V for (a) 0 seconds 

(b) 10 seconds (c) 60 seconds.  

Pre-conditioning time for 10 seconds at 0.9 V (Fig. 3.7 (b)) shows a sharp non-diffusional 

response with a shoulder at a scan rate of 5 mVs-1. Increasing the scan rate to 10 mVs-1 and 

100 mVs-1 shows  peak broadening with the shoulder disappearing. A longer pre-conditioning 

time of 60 seconds at 0.9 V (Fig.3.7 (c)) shows a sharp non-diffusional response at both 5mVs-

1 and 10 mVs-1 while at 100 mVs-1 the voltammogram has flattened with two new peaks 

appearing at more positive potentials. At slower scan rates (5 and 10 mVs-1) the peak current 

increased with increasing pre-conditioning time while at a faster scan rate (100 mVs-1) the peak 

current decreases with increasing scan rate (Fig. 3.8 (a)), consistent with what is observed 

during the potential cycling of the CV in which the oxidative peak current decreases over time. 

Widening the window reveals a current spike occurs at a  potential similar to that of the 

reduction of OEtPcCo for both 10 second and 60 second pre-conditioning times  (Fig. 3.8 (b)), 

suggesting cathodic stripping of the OEtPcCo that was deposited during pre-conditioning. 
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of linear sweep voltammetry of OEtPcCo (0.56 mM) with 

electrode preconditioning for different durations at 0.9 V with a scan rate of 0.100 V/s in 

DCM under N2 atmosphere with [NBu4][PF6] (0.1 M) supporting electrolyte, a 3mm 

glassy carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-

reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. Full data can be found in the 

experimental section. 

Interestingly, the effect of scan rate after 60 seconds of pre-conditioning (Fig. 3.9) a similar 

trend to that shown in  Fig. 3.6 is observed. At 5 mV s-1 and 10 mV s-1  a voltammogram similar 

what is observed in slow scan rates of the CV in Fig. 3.1 (a). While at scan rates above 100 

mVs-1 two oxidative peaks that appear diffusional are seen and a spike is current response is 

seen beginning at -0.8 V 

��� ���
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Figure 3.9: Variable scan rate linear sweep voltammetry with electrode preconditioning 

for 60 seconds at 0.9 V of OEtPcCo (0.50 mM) in DCM under N2 atmosphere with 

[NBu4][PF6] (0.1 M) supporting electrolyte, a  3mm glassy carbon working electrode, Pt 

wire counter electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. Internally referenced 

to ferrocene. 

This is a shift from the results obtained using potential cycling of the CV which showed no 

minimal changes in the reductive peak over the course of 500 sequential scans. Longer pre-

conditioning time increase the coverage of the electrode surface with a layer of OEtPcCo that is 

unable to be fully removed on the timescale of the LSV experiment. The LSV results suggest 
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that the formation of a fully functionalized electrode can be achieved through pre-conditioning 

at oxidative potentials, offering a method of controlling film thickness through modification 

of the pre-conditioning times. 

3.3 Summary 

The fundamental electrochemical behavior of OEtPcCo and its implications on electrochemical 

film formation has been described here. Analysis of variable scan rate data showed that the 

adsorption behavior of OEtPcCo is similar on both glassy carbon and platinum disk electrodes. 

The effect of oxygen was also tested, showing that in complexes capable of coordinating O2, 

like OEtPcCo, adsorption was impeded while in complexes that are not known to coordinate 

O2, OEtPcNi and OEtPcCu, adsorption proceeded. Electrochemical film formation of OEtPcCo 

on a glassy carbon electrode surface was then done both potentiodynamically and 

potentiostatically. These results showed that pre-conditioning the electrode surface by holding 

it at an oxidative potential was more effective for creation of OEtPcCo films, however, these 

results warrant further exploration as it is unclear whether this is the result of electrodeposition 

forming 𝜋-stacked films or a more complex electropolymerization reaction in which the ethoxy 

substituents participate. Raman and impedance spectroscopy of electrochemically formed 

films may help to elucidate this question. Testing of OEtPcCo films and their ability to function 

as electrochemical sense as a function of the electrochemical parameters of formation also 

warrants further investigation. 

3.4 Experimental 

3.4.1 General Considerations 

Techniques and Reagents. All air-free manipulations were performed under an atmosphere of 

dry, oxygen-free N2 within an MBraun glovebox (MBRAUN UNIlab Pro SP Eco equipped 
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with a −40°C freezer), or by standard Schlenk techniques. Pentane, hexanes, benzene, diethyl 

ether, DCM, and THF (inhibitor-free) were dried and degassed on an MBraun Solvent 

Purification System and stored over activated 4 Å molecular sieves. All other solvents 

(chloroform, DMF) were degassed by freeze-pump-thaw and stored on activated 4 Å molecular 

sieves prior to use. Metal salts (CoCl2·6H2O, NiCl2·6H2O, and CuCl2) were purchased from 

Strem Chemicals, Li metal, 2,3-dicyanohydroquinone from Acros Organics, and ethyl iodide 

from Alfa Aesar and all were used without further purification. All other reagents were 

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Fisher Scientific, or VWR and used without further purification. 

EtOPcCo, OEtPcNi, and EtOPcCu were synthesized following our previous report.58 Celite® and 

4 Å molecular sieves were dried at 250 °C under dynamic vacuum (<0.1 Torr) for 24 h prior 

to use.  

Electrochemical Measurements. CV was performed on a CH Instruments 630E 

Electrochemical Analysis Potentiostat. The working electrode was cleaned prior to each scan 

by sequentially polishing with a gradient of 1.0 μm, 0.3 μm, and 0.05 μm alumina (CH 

Instruments) on a cloth pad, followed by rinsing with distilled water and acetone. The Pt wire 

pseudo-reference and counter electrodes were rinsed with distilled water and acetone and 

heated white-hot with a butane torch. All measurements were performed on recrystallized 

product and referenced to the Fc/Fc+ redox couple unless otherwise stated. 

3.4.2 Syntheses 

3,6-Diethoxyphthalonitrile. 3,6-Diethoxyphthalonitrile was synthesized using a modified 

literature procedure.59, 60 A mixture of 2,3-dicyanohydroquinone (15.198 g, 94.9 mmol, 1 

equiv) and K2CO3 (16.100 g, 116.5 mmol, 1.2 equiv) in 200 mL of wet acetone was sparged 

with N2 for 20 minutes then heated to reflux under N2. Ethyl iodide (13 mL, 479.8 mmol, 5.1 
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equiv) was then added dropwise to the mixture. The yellow slurry was stirred under reflux for 

30 h. After cooling, 100mL of H2O was added and stirred for 10 minutes. The slurry was 

filtered over a  glass frit and washed successively with 500 mL of H2O, 150 mL of EtOH, and 

150 mL of Et2O. The product was collected and dried under reduced pressure for 24 h, 

affording a white powder. Additional product could be recovered by evaporation of the eluent 

after the wash, and this additional product was similarly washed with H2O, EtOH, and Et2O. 

Yield: 11.659 g (56.8%). 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.21 (s, 2H, C6H2.), 4.16 (q, J = 7.0 

Hz, 4H, OCH2CH3), 1.48 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 6H, OCH2CH3). 

EtOPcHLi. This compound was synthesized following our previously reported procedure.60 

Single crystals suitable for XRD studies were obtained by vapor diffusion of Et2O into a 

concentrated solution of the product in DCM. 1H NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 14.75 (s, 1H, 

NH), 7.57-7.52 (m, 8H, C6H2), 4.97-4.89 (m, 16H, OCH2CH3), 1.82-1.75 (m, 24H, OCH2CH3). 

λmax (ε) = 723 nm (66,552 M−1 cm−1), 783 nm (76,897 M−1 cm−1). MS (MALDI-TOF): 

Calculated 873.18(M+) Found 873.40 (M+). 

EtOPcCo. In a nitrogen glovebox, EtOPcHLi (0.200 g, 0.23 mmol, 1 equiv), CoCl2 (0.200 g, 0.84 

mmol, excess), and NaHCO3 (0.200 g, 2.3 mmol, excess) were combined in a pressure vessel 

with 15 mL of DMF and sealed with a Teflon cap. The resulting mixture was placed in a 

preheated oil bath at 165 °C for 4 h. The pressure vessel was then returned to the glovebox and 

opened under inert atmosphere. The mixture was filtered over a frit. The solid was washed 

successively with 150 mL of H2O, 10 mL of EtOH, and 25 mL of Et2O and subsequently 

collected and dried under reduced pressure. Yield: 0.204 g (96%). 1H NMR (600 MHz, 

CD2Cl2): δ 9.89 (bs, C6H2), 7.30 (bs, OCH2CH3), 3.39 (bs, OCH2CH3). λmax (ε) = 738 nm. MS 

(MALDI-TOF): Calculated 923.29 (M+) Found 923.40 (M+). 
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EtOPcNi. In a nitrogen glovebox, EtOPcHLi (0.208 g, 0.24 mmol, 1 equiv), NiCl2·6H2O (0.200 

g, 0.84 mmol, excess), and NaHCO3 (0.200 g, 2.3 mmol, excess) were combined in a pressure 

vessel with 15 mL of DMF and sealed with a Teflon cap. The resulting mixture was placed in 

a preheated oil bath at 165 °C for 4 h. The pressure vessel was then returned to the glovebox 

and opened under inert atmosphere. The mixture was filtered over a frit. The solid was washed 

successively with 150 mL of H2O, 10 mL of EtOH, and 25 mL of Et2O and subsequently 

collected and dried under reduced pressure. Yield: 0.230 g (>100% (excluding co-crystallized 

CH2Cl2); 88.24% (including co-crystallized CH2Cl2)). 1H NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 7.54 (s, 

8H, C6H2), 4.83 (q, J = 7.0 Hz, 16H, OCH2CH3), 1.75 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 24H, OCH2CH3). λmax (ε) 

= 742 nm. MS (MALDI-TOF): Calculated 922.29 (M+) Found 923.40 (M-H+).  

EtOPcCu. In a nitrogen glovebox,  EtOPcHLi (0.207 g, 0.24 mmol, 1 equiv), CuCl2 (0.161 g, 

1.20 mmol, 5 equiv), and NaHCO3 (0.107 g, 1.27 mmol, 5.3 equiv) were combined in a 

pressure with 10 mL of DMF, and the resulting mixture was heated to 165 °C for 20 h. H2O 

(80 mL) was then added and the solution was stirred for 30 mins, and subsequently filtered 

through a glass frit, leaving a dark green solid. The solid was washed successively with 100 

mL of H2O and 20 mL of EtOH and subsequently collected and dried under reduced pressure. 

Yield: 0.091 g (41.4%). 1H NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 4.58 (bs, 16H), δ 1.61 (bs, 24H).  λmax 

(ε) = 750 nm. MS (MALDI-TOF): Calculated 927.29 (M+) Found 927.40 (M+). 

3.4.3 Electrochemistry Data 

 

Redox Couple Slope (As1/2V-1/2) R2 Diffusion Coefficient (cm2s-1) 

1/1+ 2.10E-05 0.999 7.47E-06 

1+/1 3.71E-05 0.976 2.33E-05 
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1/1- 3.95E-05 0.976 2.64E-05 

1-/1 2.93E-05 0.997 1.45E-05 

 

Table 3.3: Data for the Randles-Ševčík fitting of OEtPcCo with a 3mm GC working 

electrode. 

 

OEtPcCo Redox Couple Slope R2 

1/1+ 0.0008 0.972 

1/1- 0.0096 0.980 

 

Table 3.4: Data for the Nicholson analysis fitting of OEtPcCo with a 3mm GC working 

electrode. 

Redox Couple Slope (As1/2V-1/2) R2 Diffusion Coefficient (cm2s-1) 

1/1+ 6.99E-06 0.988 6.21E-06 

1+/1 1.70E-05 0.978 3.68E-05 

1/1- 1.61E-05 0.992 3.30E-05 

1-/1 1.09E-05 0.996 1.51E-05 

 

Table 3.5: Data for the Randles-Ševčík fitting of OEtPcCo with a 1.5mm diameter Pt disk 

working electrode. 

 

OEtPcCo Redox Couple Slope R2 

1/1+ 0.0011 0.946 
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1/1- 0.0156 0.976 

 

Table 3.6: Data for the Nicholson analysis fitting of OEtPcCo with a 1.5mm diameter Pt 

disk working electrode. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Declining costs of renewable energy sources  (i.e., solar), as well as targets projecting 

the need to drastically shift energy production away from fossil fuels to combat climate change 

have exploded interest in increasing the penetration of renewable energy sources in our grids; 

however, their inherent intermittency is a limiting factor in their continued growth.1-4 

Ambitious targets require modernization of our energy grid to appropriately deal with the 

issues associated with intermittent power sources. The creation and installation of new grid-

scale electrical energy storage (EES) allows for the shift of renewable energy output during 

high production to times of high demand with high efficiency, high flexibility, and low cost. 

Redox flow batteries (RFBs) are often cited as one exciting technology meeting all of these 

goals for this application.5-7 RFBs utilize dissolved charge-carriers that can be charged during 

times of high energy production by flowing past electrodes, stored separately in their charged 

states, and discharged by flowing back past the electrodes during times of high energy demand. 

This flow-based architecture has several advantages namely: simple design, long lifetimes, 

scalability, and decoupled energy density (dependent on tank size and charge-carrier 

concentration) and power density (dependent on flow rate and electrode surface area).7 While 

small grid-scale installations of RFBs exist, there are several barriers to wide-spread adoption 

as a utility: cost, crossover capacity fade, and low energy density.8 

To improve on these problems, several key parameters have been identified: moving to 

non-aqueous solvents, utilization of bipolar charge-carriers, and slurry-based RFB system.9-12 

In aqueous systems, the electrochemical window of water can limit the potential energy density 

of the system. Thus, moving towards cheap, non-toxic organic solvents presents an opportunity 

to increase the working electrochemical window, thereby increasing the energy density.9, 10 
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Bipolar charge-carrier molecules capable of being both oxidized and reduced, minimize 

crossover capacity fade, as well as the cost associated with expensive membranes needed to 

keep asymmetric charge carriers separated.12 Slurry-based systems remove the need for soluble 

charge-carriers which can improve synthetic ease while also maintaining fast charge/discharge 

kinetics and improving energy density.11  

Metal phthalocyanines (Pcs) have many desirable properties to address the problems 

presented. Pcs are macrocyclic compounds that are chemically robust, tunable through both 

peripheral substitution and metal coordination in the central cavity, and exhibit a wide variety 

of chemical and physical properties.13, 14 Previously, we reported the use of OEtPcMnN as a 

charge carrier in both solution state cycling, as well as in the slurry-state by combining it with 

a conductive carbon additive, ketjen black (KB), in a hybrid RFB/capacitor system.11 We also 

detailed the synthesis and characterization of a series of first-row transition metal OEtPcM 

complexes (OEtPc = 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octaethoxyphthalocyanine, M= VO, Cr, MnCl, MnN, 

Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn) which indicated a tentative correlation between metal center identity and 

axial coordination with electrochemical behavior, described in Chapters 2-3.15 From this series 

we identified several main candidates as potential charge carriers due to their interesting 

electrochemical profiles as well as synthetic simplicity, electrochemical reversibility 

(OEtPcVO), and potentially advantageous Pc-surface interactions (OEtPcNi). This design 

allowed us to circumvent the low solubility of Pcs in organic solvents – one of their main 

drawbacks – and to better understand the dynamics at play between the conductive carbon 

additive and the charge carriers. Additionally, it allowed us to elucidate the fact that full 

dissolution of the charge carrier was not necessary and to expand our charge carriers to 

commercially available, unsubstituted MPcs (PcVO, PcFe, and PcNi) to demonstrate cost 
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effective use of this system. Herein, we present a comparison of a series of 

metallophthalocyanines for validation as charge carriers in a slurry based RFB system, 

including the use of commercially available MPcs charge carriers. 

4.2 Electrochemistry 

Our initial investigation into a series of first-row OEtPcM complexes revealed a 

correlation between metal center identity, axial coordination, and electrochemical behavior.15 

Therefor, we selected two common solvents used in non-aqueous RFBs,10 dimethylformamide 

(DMF) and acetonitrile (ACN), to test the electrochemical behavior and stability of our OEtPcM 

complexes with the aim of elucidating solvent effects. We repetitively scanned the CV of 

OEtPcVO and OEtPcNi in  ACN and DMF as well as DCM which we have previously used as 

our solvent for our electrochemical measurements11, 15 (Fig. 4.1) 
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Figure 4.1: Multi-sweep CV at 0.5 V/s with [NBu4][PF6] (0.1 M) supporting electrolyte 

and using a 3 mm diameter glassy carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, 

and Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. With the 
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following OEtPcM concentrations: (a) OEtPcVO in DCM (0.49mM) (b) OEtPcVO in DMF 

(0.52 mM) (c) OEtPcVO in ACN (0.49 mM) (d) OEtPcNi in DCM (0.54 mM) (e) OEtPcNi  in 

DMF (0.5 2mM) (f) OEtPcNi in ACN (0.52 mM).    

It is worth noting that the solubility of these complexes is high in chlorinated solvents 

such as chloroform or DCM, as well as more coordinating solvents such as DMF, but is lower 

in solvents such as ACN or tetrahydrofuran. Both complexes fully dissolve in DCM while the 

OEtPcVO was sparingly soluble in both ACN and DMF and OEtPcNi was sparingly soluble in 

DMF and mostly insoluble in ACN. For OEtPcVO, only minor shifts between the 1st and 500th 

scans appear in each solvent, which we attribute to shifts in the Pt wire pseudo-reference over 

the course of the experiment, matching with our previous results with OEtPcMnN indicating 

that the capping axial ligands add extra stability. For the OEtPcNi, the picture is a bit more 

complex with the scans in DMF showing little change while in DCM the peaks completely 

disappear over the course of the experiment. We posit that is this due to the formation of an 

increasingly thick layer of OEtPcNi adsorbed to the electrode surface essentially forming an in-

situ Pc-functionalized electrode.16 Interestingly, this behavior is seen for both a Pt disk as well 

as a GC disk working electrode indicating this behavior of the OEtPcNi is generalizable to many 

different surfaces (Fig. 4.2).  
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Figure 4.2: Multi-sweep CV at 0.5 V/s with [NBu4][PF6] (0.1 M) supporting electrolyte, 

0.54 mM OEtPcNi in DCM, using Pt wire counter electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-

reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. With the following working 

electrodes: (a) 1.5mm Pt disk electrode (b) 3mm glassy carbon. 

Further study of this unique behavior can be seen in Chapter 3. This does further support the 

idea that in a less coordinating solvent such as DCM, intermolecular interactions between 

OEtPcNi dominate and control the observed electrochemistry while in more coordinating 

solvents such as DMF there is a change in solvation that prevents these strong intermolecular 

interactions leading to better defined electrochemistry thus affecting its behavior as a charge 

carrier.  

We continued our assessment of OEtPcVO and OEtPcNi as charge carriers by measuring 

key physical parameters that impact their utility: diffusion coefficients (D), heterogeneous rate 

transfer coefficients (k0), and thermodynamic stability. D was investigated using the Randles-

Ševčík equation (Eqn 4.1) for a reversible event.  

Eqn 4.1: Ip=268600n3/2AD1/2C𝜈1/2 

��� ���
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The variable scan rate data was then used to determine k0 through use of Nicholson’s17 kinetic 

parameters and Lavagini’s18 numerical interpretation of Nicholson’s working curve (Eqn 4.2) 

Eqn 4.2: 𝛹 = (-0.6288 + 0.0021𝜒)/(1-0.017𝜒)=k0[𝜋Dn𝜈F/(RT)]-1/2 

The variable scan rate data as well as the Randles-Ševčík and Nicholson plots for OEtPcVO 

can be found in Fig. 4.3. DCM was selected as the solvent for these experiments due to the 

higher solubility OEtPcVO in DC relative to the other solvents. 
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Figure 4.3: Fundamental electrochemical data. (a) Variable scan rate CV of OEtPcVO in 

DCM (0.49mM) with [NBu4][PF6] (0.1M) supporting electrolyte and using a 3 mm 

diameter glassy carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and Pt wire pseudo-

reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. (b) Randles-Ševčík plot for each 

redox event in OEtPcVO. (c) Nicholson plot for each redox event in OEtPcVO. See Tables 

4.3, 4.5, and 4.7 for fitting data. 

The variable scan rate data as well as the Randles-Ševčík and Nicholson plots for OEtPcNi can 

be found in Fig. 4.4. For the OEtPcNi the lack of solubility in ACN and the lack of reversibility 

for the oxidations in DCM limited us to using the values from the quasi-reversible data in DMF 

to measure D and k0. 
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Figure 4.4: Fundamental electrochemical data. (a) Variable scan rate CV of OEtPcNi in 

DMF (0.31mM) with [NBu4][PF6] (0.1M) supporting electrolyte and using a 3mm 

diameter glassy carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and Pt wire pseudo-

reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. (b) Randles-Ševčík plot for each 

redox event in OEtPcNi. (c) Nicholson plot for each redox event in OEtPcNi. See Tables 4.4, 

4.6, and 4.8 for full fitting data. 

The calculated values of D and k0 for both OEtPcVO and OEtPcNi are shown in Table 4.1. The 

values of D and k0 for both compounds are similar to other published Pcs19, 20 and are sufficient 

for use as a charge carrier21. In addition to the favorable values of D and k0,  both offer wide 

voltage gaps with OEtPcNi showing a one-electron transfer with a gap of 1.3 V while OEtPcVO 

offers a two-electron transfer with a gap of 2.1 V. 

Species D
Randles-Ševčík 

(cm
2
 s

-1
) 

[OEtPcVO]2+ 3.72x10-6 

[OEtPcVO]+ 5.39x10-6 

[OEtPcVO] 8.28x10-6 

[OEtPcVO]- 5.39x10-6 

[OEtPcVO]2- 2.54x10-6 

[OEtPcNi]+ 1.14x10-5 

[OEtPcNi] 9.64x10-6 

[OEtPcNi]- 5.23x10-6 

[OEtPcNi]2- 3.76x10-6 

Redox Couple E1/2 (V) k0-Nicholson (cm s-1) 

[OEtPcVO]+⇌[OEtPcVO]2++e- 0.48 0.012 
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[OEtPcVO]⇌[OEtPcVO]++e- 0.05 0.015 

[OEtPcVO]+e-⇌[OEtPcVO]- -1.28 0.010 

[OEtPcVO]-+e-⇌[OEtPcVO]2- -1.65 0.010 

[OEtPcNi]⇌[OEtPcNi]++e- -0.02 0.180 

[OEtPcNi]+e-⇌[OEtPcNi]- -1.32 0.050 

[OEtPcNi]-+e-⇌[OEtPcNi]2- -1.79 0.034 

 

Table 4.1: Relevant experimental physical parameters (D, k0, and E1/2) for OEtPcVO and 

OEtPcNi.  

While the majority values for D and k0 are similar to published results, the k0 value for 

oxidation of OEtPcNi is higher than expected, in addition to this discrepancy, the behavior of 

the oxidative peak is not the same at all scan rates. While OEtPcVO shows similar 

electrochemical behavior for all scan rates tested and maintains its quasi-reversibility (Fig. 4.5 

(a)),  OEtPcNi shows a change in behavior at scan rates below 25 mV/s (Fig. 4.5 (b)). At a scan 

rate of 10 mV/s the cathodic wave of the first oxidation shows both the expected feature (at -

0.05 V) and  a new feature at a more negative potential (-0.14 V). Upon lowering the scan rate 

to 5mV/s there return feature seen at higher scan rates disappears and the return feature is now 

at -0.13 V.  
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Figure 4.5: Variable scan rate CV of OEtPcVO (0.31mM)  in DCM with [NBu4][PF6] 

(0.1M) supporting electrolyte, a 3mm glassy carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter 

electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene.  

PcNi complexes are not known to display axial ligation or a shift in their electrochemical 

behavior in coordinating solvents22 with both the reductions and oxidation assigned to ring-

based events. There is some discussion around the oxidation of PcNi complexes being due to 

the NiII/NiIII couple23, 24 and evidence that excitation-induced axial coordination of PcNi 

complexes occurs.25 Therefor, the origin of this shifting behavior of OEtPcNi both in 

coordinating media and at slower scan rates and its connection to the discrepancy in the value 

k0 of warrants further investigation With this electrochemical data, we then moved to studying 

the solution-state cycling behavior for both these complexes.  

4.3 Solution-State Cycling 

Solvent choice in RFBs can have an effect on their efficacy; therefore, we selected two 

solvents common in non-aqueous RFBs, DMF and ACN, which both have favorable properties 

for RFB applications.10 For a charge carrier such as OEtPcVO with five available redox state 

the galvanostatic cycling curves would be expected to show two potential plateaus12, however,   

OEtPcVO in both DMF and ACN have complex curve features with no distinct plateaus. These 

features better match that of a suspension of Pc particles throughout solution which was 

observed at higher concentrations of OEtPcMnN previously.11 This difference between the 

charge-discharge features observed for OEtPcMnN and OEtPcVO could be in part due to the 

lower solubility of OEtPcVO in both DMF and ACN which prevents fully dissolution even at 

low concentrations. 
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Figure 4.6: (a, b) Galvanostatic, two-electrode charge-discharge curves of 

OEtPcVO(0.60mM). Taken in a glass-fritted H-cell in DMF (5mL per compartment) with 

[Bu4N][PF6] (0.2M), coiled Pt working electrode, and coiled Pt counter electrode. 100µA 

charge, -50µA discharge over 10 cycles. (c) Efficiency metrics of OEtPcVO solution-state 

cycling in DMF. Energy density inset over legend. (d) Charge transferred from a 

galvanostatic cycling of  OEtPcVO in DMF. (e, f) Galvanostatic, two-electrode charge-

discharge curves of OEtPcVO(0.54mM). Taken in a glass-fritted H-cell in ACN (5mL per 

compartment) with [Bu4N][PF6] (0.2M), coiled Pt working electrode, and coiled Pt 

counter electrode. 100µA charge, -50µA discharge over 10 cycles.  (g) Efficiency metrics 

of OEtPcVO solution-state cycling in ACN. Energy density inset over legend. (h) Charge 

Transferred from a galvanostatic cycling of  OEtPcVO in ACN. 

Aggregation of OEtPcVO in both solvents explains the complex charge-discharge 

features. Evidence for this explanation is seen in the analysis of solutions used in the working 

electrode (WE) and counter electrode (CE) compartments after cycling (Fig. 4.7). 
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Figure 4.7: (a) CV at 0.5 V/s of the OEtPcVO WE compartment after cycling in DMF using 

a 3mm GC working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference 
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electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. (b) CV at 0.5 V/s of the OEtPcVO CE 

compartment after cycling in DMF using a 3mm GC working electrode, Pt wire counter 

electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. 

(c) UV-vis of both the WE and CE compartment after cycling of OEtPcVO in DMF under 

Ar atmosphere. The solution using for cycling were diluted with DCM to achieve 

concentrations suitable for UV-vis analysis. (d) CV at 0.5 V/s of the OEtPcVO WE 

compartment after cycling in ACN using a 3mm GC working electrode, Pt wire counter 

electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. 

(b) CV at 0.5 V/s of the OEtPcVO CE compartment after cycling in ACN using a 3mm GC 

working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. 

Internally referenced to ferrocene. (c) UV-vis of both the WE and CE compartment after 

cycling of OEtPcVO in ACN under Ar atmosphere. The solution using for cycling were 

diluted with DCM to achieve concentrations suitable for UV-vis analysis. 

After cycling OEtPcVO in DMF the CV of the WE compartment shows new features 

particularly on the reductive side and the UV-vis shows an increase in the baseline absorbance 

and a broadening of the Q-band, behavior consistent with aggregation.16, 19, 22 Analysis of the 

solutions used for cycling of OEtPcVO in ACN also show signs of aggregation. The CV of the 

WE compartment shows minimal current response at the potentials expected, indicating that 

much of the OEtPcVO is no longer dissolved. The UV-vis of the WE compartment shows an 

increase in absorption over all wavelengths, a broadening of the Q-band, and a change in the 

relative intensities of the B-band and Q-band all indicative of aggregation.16 It appears that the 

cell is not able to fully discharge leaving features consistent with an oxidized species.  

However, this aggregation does not appear to affect the Faradaic efficiency with both DMF 
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and ACN showing values above 98% excluding the first cycle in DMF (we attributed this 

lowered Faradaic efficiency with a breakdown of some of the larger aggregates slowly 

dissolving into solution). Both DMF and ACN show fade in their voltage efficiency over the 

first 10 cycles with DMF showing a 2% fade from 47 to 45% and ACN showing a 10% fade 

from 57 to 47%. We attribute the low voltage efficiency to the un-optimized charge and 

discharge rates and the fade to cell polarization due to the aggregation of OEtPcVO. The 

Faradaic capacity (the total charge transferred on discharge relative to the initial discharge) 

does not show any fade over the 10 cycles.  
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Figure 4.8: (a, b) Galvanostatic, two-electrode charge-discharge curves of OEtPcNi (0.20 

mM). Taken in a glass-fritted H-cell in DMF (5mL per compartment) with [Bu4N][PF6] 

(0.2 M), coiled Pt working electrode, and coiled Pt counter electrode. 50 µA charge, -10 

µA discharge over 10 cycles. (c) Efficiency metrics of OEtPcNi solution-state cycling in 

DMF. Energy density inset over legend. (d) Charge transferred from a galvanostatic 

cycling of  OEtPcNi in DMF. (e, f) Galvanostatic, two-electrode charge-discharge curves 

of OEtPcNi (0.54 mM). Taken in a glass-fritted H-cell in ACN (5mL per compartment) 

with [Bu4N][PF6] (0.2 M), coiled Pt working electrode, and coiled Pt counter electrode. 

50 µA charge, -12. 5µA discharge over 10 cycles.  (g) Efficiency metrics of OEtPcNi 

solution-state cycling in ACN. Energy density inset over legend. (h) Charge transferred 

from a galvanostatic cycling of  OEtPcNi in ACN. 

OEtPcNi also retains good Faradaic efficiencies (>98% over all cycles) for both DMF 

and ACN: however, the voltage efficiency and energy efficiency are low. In DMF the voltage 

efficiency shows an increase of 10% from to 17% over the 10 cycles and the Faradaic capacity 

shows and increase of 11% as well.  Analysis of the WE and CE compartments show little 

aggregation after cycling in DMF in either the CV or UV-vis (Fig. 4.9) leading us low voltage 

efficiency to the low concentration of OEtPcNi, with the slow dissolution of more OEtPcNi 

overtime leading to the increases in efficiencies and capacities seen.  
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Figure 4.9: (a) CV at 0.5 V/s of the OEtPcNi WE compartment after cycling in DMF using 

a 3mm GC working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference 

electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. (b) CV at 0.5 V/s of the OEtPcNi CE 
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compartment after cycling in DMF using a 3mm GC working electrode, Pt wire counter 

electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. 

(c) UV-vis of both the WE and CE compartment after cycling of OEtPcNi in DMF under 

Ar atmosphere. The solution using for cycling were diluted with DCM to achieve 

concentrations suitable for UV-vis analysis. (d) CV at 0.5 V/s of the OEtPcNi WE 

compartment after cycling in ACN using a 3mm GC working electrode, Pt wire counter 

electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. 

(b) CV at 0.5 V/s of the OEtPcNi CE compartment after cycling in ACN using a 3mm GC 

working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and a Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. 

Internally referenced to ferrocene. (c) UV-vis of both the WE and CE compartment after 

cycling of OEtPcNi in ACN under Ar atmosphere. The solution using for cycling were 

diluted with DCM to achieve concentrations suitable for UV-vis analysis. 

In ACN, OEtPcNi appears to be unstable with the voltage efficiency decreasing from 

26% to 19% and the Faradaic capacity decreasing by 50% over 10 cycles. After cycling the 

UV-vis of the solutions from the WE and CE compartments is consistent with that of our 

published spectrum for OEtPcNi15; however, there was material plated onto the glass of both 

the WE and CE compartments. Washing the H-cell with DCM and taking the UV-vis of the 

resulting solution shows spectra consistent with an aggregated species (Fig. 4.10).26 
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Figure 4.10: UV-vis of both the WE and CE compartment after cycling of OEtPcNi in ACN 

under air atmosphere. The solution using for cycling were diluted with DCM to achieve 

concentrations suitable for UV-vis analysis. 

Additionally, the CV of both compartments shows new peaks, again indicative of 

aggregation. While the solution-state results clearly exclude these compounds from being 

suitable as charge carriers alone due to their low solubility, it is worth utilizing them in 

conjunction with a conductive carbon additive to try and overcome these shortcomings.  

4.4 Slurry-State Cycling 
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Since conductive carbon surface area and charge transfer properties can be sensitive to 

processing conditions, we began our investigation by first performing a cycling experiment 

with a slurry of KB and ACN utilizing the same voltage cutoff used in the solution state cycling 

experiments above. This experiment showed a capacitive relationship during charge and 

discharge as well as excellent Faradaic efficiency (>98%), voltage efficiency (64%), and 

Faradaic capacity retention.  
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Figure 4.11: (a) Galvanostatic, two-electrode charge-discharge curves of a KB slurry (b) 

Selected charge-discharge curves of a galvanostatically charged KB slurry (c) Efficiency 

metrics of a galvanostatically charged KB slurry. Energy density inset over legend. (d) 

Charge transferred from a galvanostatically charged KB slurry. Conditions: taken in a 

glass-fritted H-cell in ACN (5mL per compartment) with [Bu4N][PF6] (0.2 M) with 51.4 

mg of KB per compartment, coiled Pt working electrode, and coiled Pt counter electrode. 

500  µA charge, -250 µA discharge over 10 cycles. 

From these experimental charge-discharge curves, we were also able to determine the 

amount of charge transferred — 4.1 C for every 51.4 mg KB used — that could then be used 

in subsequent experiments to estimate the contribution of the KB to the capacity of these hybrid 

systems. With this basis for the charge delivered by KB we then began to cycle our Pc 

complexes as slurries with KB. 

Galvanostatic cycling of a OEtPcVO and KB slurry in ACN shows good Faradaic 

efficiency (> 98%), excluding the first cycle, while it demonstrates significant fade in both the 

voltage efficiency (decreasing from 53% to 38% over 20 cycles) and the Faradaic capacity 

(decreasing by 31% over 20 cycles) (Figure 4.12 (d)) 
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Figure 4.12: (a) Galvanostatic, two-electrode charge-discharge curves of a OEtPcVO/KB 

slurry (b) Selected charge-discharge curves of a galvanostatically charged OEtPcVO/ KB 

slurry (c) Efficiency metrics of a galvanostatically charged OEtPcVO/KB slurry. Energy 

density inset over legend. (d) Charge transferred from a galvanostatically charged 

OEtPcVO/KB slurry.  Conditions: taken in a glass-fritted H-cell in ACN (5mL per 

compartment) with [Bu4N][PF6] (0.2M) with 62.1mg of OEtPcVO and 101.4mg of KB per 

compartment, coiled Pt working electrode, and coiled Pt counter electrode. 500µA 

charge, -250µA discharge over 20 cycles. 

The amount of charge transferred is also lower than expected with 10.8 C during cycle 

1 while 15.7 C transferred were expected per cycle for 75% SOC. This is close to what is 

observed in the solution-state cycling data perhaps indicating instability of the OEtPcVO in 

ACN. The features of the charge-discharge curves appear intermediate between those expected 

in a Faradaic and capacitive system, reflecting the combined contributions of the Pc and KB 

components. 

A slurry of OEtPcNi and KB in DMF again shows high Faradaic efficiency (>98%) that 

remains stable over 20 cycles as it does in the solution state cycling (Fig. 4.13). Unlike in the 

solution state, the voltage efficiencies are low and decrease over the course of 20 cycles (from 

42% to 30%) and the charge transferred remains steady at 8.1 C per cycle. 
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Figure 4.13: (a, b) Galvanostatic, two-electrode charge-discharge curves of a OEtPcNi/KB 

slurry. (c) Efficiency metrics of a galvanostatically charged OEtPcNi/KB slurry. Energy 

density inset over legend. (d) Charge transferred from a galvanostatically charged 

OEtPcNi/KB slurry. Conditions: taken in a glass-fritted H-cell in DMF (5mL per 

compartment) with [Bu4N][PF6] (0.2M) with 64.2mg of OEtPcNi and 101.0mg of KB per 

compartment, coiled Pt working electrode, and coiled Pt counter electrode. 500µA 

charge, -250µA discharge over 20 cycles.  (e, f) Galvanostatic, two-electrode charge-

discharge curves of a OEtPcNi/KB slurry. (g) Efficiency metrics of a galvanostatically 

charged OEtPcNi/KB slurry. Energy density inset over legend. (h) Charge transferred 

from a galvanostatically charged OEtPcNi/KB slurry.  Conditions: taken in a glass-fritted 

H-cell in ACN (5mL per compartment) with [Bu4N][PF6] (0.2M) with 61.3mg of OEtPcNi 

and 105.5mg of KB per compartment, coiled Pt working electrode, and coiled Pt counter 

electrode. 500µA charge, -250µA discharge over 7 cycles. 

The charge-discharge a OEtPcNi and KB slurry in ACN curves also demonstrate 

features of both the capacitive and Faradaic components with a Faradaic efficiency of over 

98%, however, he  voltage efficiency decreases(from 60% to 49%) over the first 7 cycles (Fig. 

4.13 (g)) and the charge transferred lowers from 11.0C to 9.6C. To determine if this decrease 

is caused by voltage cutoffs that are not sufficient to allow full charging, the cycling in ACN 

was stopped and re-started with a change in the voltage cutoff from 2.5 to 3.5 V with the 

intention of the time cutoff being reached before the voltage cutoff. When cycling resumed, 

the potential cell continued to reach the voltage cutoff before the time cutoff  with a 

corresponding drop in both voltage efficiency and charge transferred (Figure 4.14) indicating 

cell death. 
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Figure 4.14: (a) Galvanostatic, two-electrode charge-discharge curves of a OEtPcNi/KB 

slurry (b) Selected charge-discharge curves of a galvanostatically charged OEtPcNi/ KB 

slurry (c) Efficiency metrics of a galvanostatically charged OEtPcNi/KB slurry (d) Charge 

transferred from a galvanostatically charged OEtPcNi/KB slurry.  Conditions: taken in a 

glass-fritted H-cell in ACN (5mL per compartment) with [Bu4N][PF6] (0.2M) with 61.3mg 

of OEtPcNi and 105.5mg of KB per compartment, coiled Pt working electrode, and coiled 

Pt counter electrode. 500µA charge, -250µA discharge over 20 cycles. 

These results indicate that the lowered solubility of both OEtPcVO and OEtPcNi limit 

their utility as solution state charge carriers and while combing them with KB increased the 

efficiencies overall there appear to be stability issues that must be addressed for long-term use 

as a charge carrier. 

To address the need for increased stability we tested industrially manufactured 

unsubstituted MPcs (PcVO, PcFe, and PcNi) which are known to be robust to a variety of 

environmetns24 while being compatible with carbon-based materials27. We aimed to determine 

their suitability as charge carriers in a slurry-based system as their low solubility would no 

longer be a constraint. A combination of CV and differential pulse voltammetry were used to 

assess their redox properties (Figure 4.15). 
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Figure 4.15: (a) CV at 0.5 V/s and (b) DPV of PcVO (0.0034g) with 5mL of [NBu4][PF6] 

(0.1 M) supporting electrolyte in DCM and using a 3 mm diameter glassy carbon working 

electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and Pt wire pseudo-reference electrode. Internally 
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referenced to ferrocene. (c) CV at 0.5 V/s and (d) DPV of PcFe (0.0029g) with 5mL of 

[NBu4][PF6] (0.1 M) supporting electrolyte in DMF and using a 3mm diameter glassy 

carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and Pt wire pseudo-reference 

electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene. (e) CV at 0.5 V/s and (f) DPV of PcNi 

(0.0060g) with 5mL of [NBu4][PF6] (0.1 M) supporting electrolyte in DCM and using a 

3mm diameter glassy carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and Pt wire 

pseudo-reference electrode. Internally referenced to ferrocene.  

The redox potentials are listed in Table 4.2 and are similar to those reported in literature.22, 24 

Species R1 (V) R2 (V) R3 (V) O1 (V) O2 (V) 

PcVO -1.10 -1.31 — 0.87 1.29 (irr.) 

PcFe -0.99 -1.55 -1.87 -0.17 — 

PcNi -0.45 -1.44 (irr.) — 0.29 0.62 

 

Table 4.2: Electrochemical values for commercially available unsubstituted PcVO, PcFe 

and PcNi. R1, R2, O1, and O2 refer to successive reductions and oxidation processes. All 

values referenced internally to ferrocene. The note irr. indicates an irreversible process.  

ACN was used as the solvent of choice for the cycling experiments of all unsubstituted 

MPcs as it is the most common non-aqueous solvent for RFBs. A slurry of PcVO and KB 

shows good Faradaic efficiency (>98%) as well as high voltage (58%) and energy efficiencies 

(57%) over the course of 20 cycles. 
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Figure 4.16: (a) Galvanostatic, two-electrode charge-discharge curves of a PcVO/KB 

slurry (b) Selected charge-discharge curves of a galvanostatically charged PcVO/KB 

slurry (c) Efficiency metrics of a galvanostatically charged OEtPcVO/KB slurry. Energy 

density inset over legend. (d) Charge transferred from a galvanostatically cycled 

PcVO/KB slurry. Conditions: taken in a glass-fritted H-cell in ACN (5mL per 

compartment) with [Bu4N][PF6] (0.2M) with 39.3mg of PcVO and 106.5mg of KB per 

compartment, coiled Pt working electrode, and coiled Pt counter electrode. 500µA 

charge, -250µA discharge over 20 cycles.  

The charge-discharge behavior shows some slight variability that we attribute to further 

mixing of the PcVO and KB over time which appears to stabilize at cycle 10. Once stabilized 

the slurry exhibits Faradaic efficiency of  >98%, a voltage efficiency of 57%, energy efficiency 

of 57% and 10.2 C of charge transferred. It is worth noting here that the features of this curve 

look more capacitive than those of the substituted Pcs discussed above; however, the 

determined capacity exceeds that of what we would predict based on the KB contribution alone 

(8.5C) indicating contribution of both the PcVO and KB. 

A slurry of PcNi and KB was also tested in ACN and displayed a Faradaic efficiency 

of 97%, voltage efficiency of 57%, energy efficiency of 55%, and 12.7 C transferred (Figure 

4.17) 
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Figure 4.17: (a) Galvanostatic, two-electrode charge-discharge curves of a PcNi/KB 

slurry (b) Selected charge-discharge curves of a galvanostatically charged PcNi/KB 

slurry (c) Efficiency metrics of a galvanostatically charged OEtPcNi/KB slurry. Energy 

density inset over legend. (d) Charge transferred from a galvanostatically cycled 

PcNi/KB slurry.  Conditions: taken in a glass-fritted H-cell in ACN ( 5mL per 

compartment) with [Bu4N][PF6] (0.2 M) with 48.9 mg of PcNi and 111.7 mg of KB per 

compartment, coiled Pt working electrode, and coiled Pt counter electrode. 500µA 

charge, -250 µA discharge over 20 cycles. 

The PcNi/KB slurry demonstrates stability over the 19 days of cycling experiments, 

showing no significant fade in efficiency or capacity.  

As in the case of the PcVO/KB slurry, the charge-discharge behavior of the PcFe/KB 

slurry in ACN shows Faradaic efficiency of  >98%. There is a small decline of the voltage 

efficiency (a decline of 3%), energy efficiency (a decline of 3%), and Faradaic capacity 

(declined by 2%) over the first 10 cycles. After the first 10 cycles the voltage efficiency 

remains at 46%,  the energy efficiency at 46% and 11.0 C of charge transferred demonstrating 

good efficiencies and stability. 
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Figure 4.18: (a) Galvanostatic, two-electrode charge-discharge curves of a PcFe/KB 

slurry (b) Selected charge-discharge curves of a galvanostatically charged PcFe/KB 

slurry (c) Efficiency metrics of a galvanostatically charged OEtPcFe/KB slurry. Energy 

density inset over legend. (d) Charge transferred from a galvanostatically cycled 

PcFe/KB slurry. Conditions: taken in a glass-fritted H-cell in ACN (5 mL per 

compartment) with [Bu4N][PF6] (0.2 M) with 50.0 mg of PcFe and 109.8 mg of KB per 

compartment, coiled Pt working electrode, and coiled Pt counter electrode. 500 µA 

charge, -250 µA discharge over 20 cycles.  

All three Pc complexes show good efficiencies and the PcFe and PcNi show good stability 

over the course cycling experiments. 

4.4 Summary 

Here we report the changes in electrochemical behavior for OEtPcVO and OEtPcNi in 

different solvents as well as their values for D and k0. Additionally, we then test their utility as 

charge carriers for use in RFBs both in the solution-state as well as a part of a hybrid slurry 

system with a conductive carbon additive (KB). These results show that the low solubility of 

both OEtPcVO and OEtPcNi limit their utility as solution-state charge carriers. While this can be 

improved through the use of a slurry system, there are stability issues for both complexes that 

must be addressed. We then demonstrated that commercially available unsubstituted Pcs may 

be used as charge carriers with KB in this hybrid architecture thereby reducing the cost of the 

charge carrier significantly while maintaining a stable system. These commercially available 

Pc complexes showed improved efficiencies and stability over our synthesized solubilized 

derivatives and offer the opportunity for significant scaling of this system. 
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4.5. Experimental 

4.5.1 Techniques and Reagents:  

Hexanes, C6D6, Et2O, DCM and THF (inhibitor-free) were dried and degassed on an MBraun 

Solvent Purification System and stored over activated 4 Å molecular sieves. Solvents (DMF, 

Acetonitrile, Fluorobenzene) not degassed on the SPS were purified using modified literature 

methods.28 N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) was purchased from Fisher Scientific and dried 

by stirring with 4Å molecular sieves for 24 hours under nitrogen atmosphere on a Schlenk line, 

filtering off the sieves, and vacuum distilling followed by storage in a glovebox over 4Å 

molecular sieves. Acetonitrile was purchased from Alfa Aesar and dried by stirring with 4Å 

molecular sieves for 24 hours under nitrogen atmosphere on a Schlenk line, filtering off the 

sieves, and distilling over calcium hydride followed by storage in a glovebox over 4Å 

molecular sieves. Fluorobenzene was purchased from Alfa Aesar and dried by stirring with 4Å 

molecular sieves for 24 hours under nitrogen atmosphere on a Schlenk line, filtering off the 

sieves, and vacuum distilling followed by storage in a glovebox over 4Å molecular sieves. 

Tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate ([Bu4N][PF6]) was purchased from Oakwood 

Chemical then purified by recrystallization in hot ethanol and dried at 50°C under dynamic 

vacuum for 24 hours before use. Ketjenblack® EC-600JD (KB) was purchased from a  private 

supplier and ground using a mortar and pestle prior to use. PcVO and PcNi were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. OEtPcVO and OEtPcNi  were 

synthesized by previously reported methods15 and recrystallized before use by layering either 

fluorobenzene/hexanes or DCM/hexanes. 4 Å molecular sieves were dried at 250°C under 

dynamic vacuum (<0.1 Torr) for 24 h prior to use. 

4.5.2 Electrochemical Measurements:  
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All electrochemical measurements were performed in an atmosphere of dry, oxygen-free N2 in 

an MBraun glovebox (MBRAUN UNIlab Pro SP Eco equipped with a -40°C freezer), or under 

an atmosphere of dry, oxygen-free Ar in a retrofitted VAC glovebox using solvents dried over 

4Å molecular sieves. Cyclic voltammograms were performed on a CH Instruments 630E 

Electrochemical Analysis Potentiostat using either 1.5mm diameter Pt disk or 3mm diameter 

glassy carbon working electrodes (purchased from CH Instruments) as specified for the data 

set. Working electrodes were cleaned prior to each experiment and between every scan (unless 

otherwise specified) by polishing with a gradient of 1.0um, 0.3um, and 0.05um alumina 

(purchased from CH instruments) on a cloth pad, followed by rinsing with distilled water and 

acetone and dried under a stream of compressed air. The Pt wire pseudoreference and counter 

electrodes (purchased from CH Instruments) were rinsed with distilled water and acetone and 

heated white-hot with a butane torch. All measurements were performed on recrystallized 

product and referenced to the Fc/Fc+ couple unless otherwise specified. Static cell cycling 

experiments were carried out using a Metrohm   AutolabPGSTAT128N   

potentiostat/galvanostat, utilizing time cutoffs to ensure specified SOC with voltage cutoffs 

functioning as a back-up (the voltage cutoff for all experiments is 2.5V for charging and 0V 

for discharging unless otherwise specified). For all cycling calculations values for time, charge, 

potential, current, and resistance were exported from the Metrohm potentiostat/galvanostat and 

subsequently used. For cycling experiments, two coiled Pt electrodes (purchased from Bio-

Logic) were  used  and  were  cleaned  by  rinsing  with  distilled water and acetone and then 

heating white-hot with a butane torch. All electrodes were transferred into a glovebox and 

subsequently rinsed with the respective electrolyte solution immediately prior to use. The H-

cell was custom-made by the in-house glassblower. 
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4.5.3 Syntheses 

3,6-Diethoxyphthalonitrile. 3,6-Diethoxyphthalonitrile was synthesized using a modified 

literature procedure.29, 30 A mixture of 2,3-dicyanohydroquinone (5.20 g, 33.4 mmol, 1 equiv) 

and K2CO3 (5.00 g, 36 mmol, 1.1 equiv) in 125 mL of wet acetone was sparged with N2 or Ar 

for 30 minutes then heated to reflux. Ethyl iodide (13 mL, 162 mmol, 5 equiv) was then added 

dropwise to the mixture. The yellow slurry was stirred under reflux for 48 h. After cooling, the 

yellow solid was filtered on a glass frit and subsequently transferred to a mortar and pestle 

where it was ground into a powder. The powder was reintroduced to the glass frit and washed 

successively with 500 mL of H2O, 150 mL of EtOH, and 150 mL of Et2O. The product was 

collected and dried under reduced pressure for 24 h, affording a white powder. Additional 

product could be recovered by evaporation of the eluent after the wash, and this additional 

product was similarly washed with H2O, EtOH, and Et2O. Yield: 5.154 g (73.4%). 1H NMR 

(600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 7.21 (s, 2H, C6H2.), 4.16 (q, J = 7.0 Hz, 4H, OCH2CH3), 1.48 (t, J = 7.0 

Hz, 6H, OCH2CH3). 

EtOPcHLi. This compound was synthesized following our previously reported procedure.30 

Single crystals suitable for XRD studies were obtained by vapor diffusion of Et2O into a 

concentrated solution of the product in DCM. 1H NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 14.75 (s, 1H, 

NH), 7.57-7.52 (m, 8H, C6H2), 4.97-4.89 (m, 16H, OCH2CH3), 1.82-1.75 (m, 24H, OCH2CH3). 

λmax (ε) = 723 nm (66,552 M−1 cm−1), 783 nm (76,897 M−1 cm−1). MS (MALDI-TOF): 

Calculated 873.18(M+) Found 873.40 (M+). 

EtOPcVO. This compound was synthesized using a modified literature procedure.29 Under an 

inert atmosphere, EtOPcHLi (0.200 g, 0.23 mmol, 1 equiv), VOSO4·5H2O (0.200 g, 0.79 mmol, 

excess), and NaHCO3 (0.200 g, 2.3 mmol, excess) were combined in a round-bottom flask with 
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15 mL of DMF, and the resulting mixture was heated to 145 °C for 4 h. H2O (100 mL) was 

then added and the solution was stirred for 15 mins, and subsequently filtered through a glass 

frit, leaving a dark green solid. The solid was washed successively with 150 mL of H2O, 50 

mL of EtOH, and 50 mL of Et2O and subsequently collected and dried under reduced pressure. 

Yield: 0.090 g (42.2%). Single crystals suitable for XRD studies were obtained by vapor 

diffusion of Et2O into a concentrated solution of the product in DCM.  1H NMR (600 MHz, 

CD2Cl2): δ 8.53 (bs, C6H2), 5.03 (bs, OCH2CH3), 1.86 (bs, OCH2CH3). λmax (ε) = 786 nm 

(160,930 M−1 cm−1). MS (MALDI-TOF): Calculated 931.30 (M+) Found 932.39 (M-H+). 

EtOPcNi. This compound was synthesized using a modified literature procedure.29 In air, 

EtOPcHLi (0.208 g, 0.24 mmol, 1 equiv), NiCl2·6H2O (0.200 g, 0.84 mmol, excess), and 

NaHCO3 (0.200 g, 2.3 mmol, excess) were combined in a round-bottom flask with 15 mL of 

DMF, and the resulting mixture was heated to 145 °C for 4 h. H2O (100 mL) was then added 

and the solution was stirred for 15 mins, and subsequently filtered through a glass frit, leaving 

a dark green solid. The solid was washed successively with 150 mL of H2O, 50 mL of EtOH, 

and 50 mL of Et2O and subsequently collected and dried under reduced pressure. Yield: 0.230 

g (>100% (excluding co-crystallized CH2Cl2); 88.24% (including co-crystallized CH2Cl2)). 

Single crystals suitable for XRD studies were obtained by vapor diffusion of Et2O into a 

concentrated solution of the product in DCM. 1H NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 7.54 (s, 8H, 

C6H2), 4.83 (q, J = 7.0 Hz, 16H, OCH2CH3), 1.75 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 24H, OCH2CH3). λmax (ε) = 

742 nm (121276.6 M−1 cm−1). MS (MALDI-TOF): Calculated 922.29 (M+) Found 923.40 (M-

H+).  

4.5.4 Calculations: 

The calculations were done based on the template of our previously published work.11 
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Efficiency Metrics 

Faradaic efficiency was defined by Eqn. 4.3 where Q is charge transferred: 

(4.3) 𝐹𝐸 = 	!!"#$%&'()
!$%&'()

	× 	100% 

Voltage efficiency was defined by Eqn. 4.4 where Vmean is the mean voltage over the charging 

and discharging periods: 

(4.4) 𝑉𝐸 = 	 "*)&+,!"#$%&'()

"*)&+,$%&'()
	× 	100% 

Energy efficiency was defined by Eqn. 4.5: 

(4.5) 𝐸𝐸 = 	 ($%	×	"%)
)**%

 

Energy Density Calculations: 

For the calculation of energy density several assumptions were necessary: 

1) The number of electrons is determined from the solution state CV for each experiment 

2) The Vcell was determined from the Vcell, discharge from the experimental cycling data 

3) KB provides 4.1 C for every 103 mg used which was estimated based on the experimental 

data obtained from Fig. 4.11. 

The energy density of the solution-state Pc (𝐸,-/ ) cycling was defined by Eqn. 4.6: 

(4.6) 𝐸,-/ = 0.5𝑛𝑉-.//𝐶0-123.𝐹 

Where n is the number of electrons transferred, Vcell is the cell potential, Cactive is the 

concentration of the active species, and F is Faraday’s constant. 

The energy density of the slurry-state KB (𝐸45/ ) contribution was defined by Eqn. 4.7: 

(4.7) 𝐸45/ = 6"$)--
"7/.

 

Where q is the total charge transferred and Vol. is the volume of electrolyte solution used. 
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In cycling experiments where both Pc and KB were used the total energy density (𝐸1710/4 ) was 

determined using eqn. 4.8: 

(4.8) 5𝐸1710/46 = 𝐸,-/ + 𝐸45 	 

 

4.5.4 Electrochemical Data: 

Solvent E1/2 (1st Ox.) [V] E1/2 (2nd Ox.) [V] 
 

E1/2 (1st Red.) 
[V] 

 

E1/2 (2nd Red.) 
[V] 

 

DCM 0.05 0.48 -1.28 -1.65 

DMF 1.05 0.69 -0.55 -0.97 

ACN 0.02 0.434 -1.18 -1.57 

Table 4.3: Electrochemical data for OEtPcVO. 

 

Solvent E1/2 (1st Ox.) [V] E1/2 (2nd Ox.) [V] 
 

E1/2 (1st Red.) 
[V] 

 

E1/2 (2nd Red.) 
[V] 

 

DCM -0.05 0.676 -1.42 -1.84 

DMF -0.02 - -1.32 -1.79 

ACN - - - - 

Table 4.4: Electrochemical data for OEtPcNi. 
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Figure 4.19: Randles-Ševčík plot for OEtPcVO. 

 

Redox Couple Slope (As1/2V-1/2) R2 Diffusion Coefficient (cm2s-1) 

1/1+ 2.15E-05 0.999 9.87E-06 

1+/1 1.49E-05 0.998 4.74E-06 

1+/2+ 1.68E-05 0.999 6.03E-06 

2+/1+ 1.32E-05 0.998 3.72E-06 

1/1- 1.77E-05 0.997 6.69E-06 

1-/1 1.69E-05 0.999 6.10E-06 

1-/2- 1.48E-05 0.998 4.68E-06 
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2-/1- 1.09E-05 0.998 2.54E-06 

Table 4.5: Data for the Randles-Ševčík fitting of OEtPcVO. 

 

Figure 4.20: Randles-Ševčík plot for OEtPcNi. 

 

Redox Couple Slope (As1/2V-1/2) R2 Diffusion Coefficient (cm2s-1) 

1/1+ 1.31E-05 0.997 9.08E-06 

1+/1 1.46E-05 0.998 1.14E-05 

1/1- 1.39E-05 0.995 1.02E-05 

1-/1 1.06E-05 0.998 6.04E-06 

1-/2- 9.09E-06 0.996 4.41E-06 
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2-/1- 8.40E-06 0.993 3.76E-06 

Table 4.6: Data for the Randles-Ševčík fitting of OEtPcNi. 

 

Figure 4.21: Nicholson plot for OEtPcVO. 

OEtPcVO Redox Couple Slope R2 

1/1+ 0.015 0.989 

1+/2+ 0.012 0.981 

1/1- 0.010 0.988 

1-/2- 0.010 0.968 

Table 4.7: Data for the Nicholson analysis fitting of OEtPcVO. 
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Figure 4.22: Nicholson plot for OEtPcNi. 

 

 

OEtPcNi Redox Couple Slope R2 

1/1+ 0.180 0.930 

1/1- 0.050 0.937 

1-/2- 0.034 0.957 

Table 4.8: Data for the Nicholson analysis fitting of OEtPcNi. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Atmospheric CO2 concentrations continues to rise to alarming levels with the annual global 

concentration reaching 409.8ppm in 2019 with the consequence that the years between 2014-

2019 were the six hottest years since global records began in the mid-1800s.1 Globally, we are 

currently facing a steadily worsening climate crisis that requires major change in order to 

mitigate. One of the ways most commonly discussed is the need to reduce global reliance on 

fossil fuels, particularly in the electricity sector as it is the largest contributor to fossil fuel 

derived emissions.2 This has led to increasing penetration of renewable energy sources such as 

hydropower3, geothermal energy4, wind5, and solar6 as well as technologies such as carbon 

dioxide capture7 as a way to mitigate current CO2 levels.  

  Solar power is often perceived as one of the best future power sources available to us 

now. An often cited fact is  that 100,000 TW of solar power reach the earth’s surface, enough 

every hour to power humanity for a year.2 While silicon solar cells have continued to become 

lower in cost,8 there is interest in developing new solar cell technologies that utilize less 

material, and have simpler, faster, and more tunable fabrication methods of which perovskite 

solar cells have emerged as prime candidates.9, 10 Perovskites are a class of molecules, first 

discovered in the  metal oxide mineral CaTiO3, that follow a general ABX3 structure in which 

A is a cation, B is a divalent metal cation and X is an anion.11 One subset that are of interest 

are halide perovskites such as CsPbX3 (where X =Cl, Br, I) which show semiconducting 

properties with high extinction coefficients and behave as excellent sensitizers in solar cells.12 

Since the first solid-state perovskite solar cell report in 2012,13 the research into these materials 

has exploded and led to an increasing body of work showing this technology as a real market 

competitor due to their tunability (current perovskites incorporate both inorganic and organic 
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components as well as metals other than the traditional lead14), ease of processing, and rapidly 

increasing effiencies.15  

One of the current limiting factors in perovskite solar cells is the material costs, in 

particular the cost of common hole transport materials (HTM) such as 2,2′,7,-7′-tetrakis(N,N-

di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9′-spirobifluorene (Spiro-MeOTAD), which limit the use at 

utility scale.16 Additionally, perovskites suffer from poor stability, particularly with regards to 

moisture and heat which can be exacerbated by HTMs that do not sufficiently protect the 

perovskite active layer or themselves degrade in heat.16 Therefore, there is interest in cheaper 

HTMs that can also act as protective barriers to increase the utility of perovskite solar cells.  

Previously, Pcs have been used in organic photovoltaics17, dye-sensitized solar cells18, 

and organic field-effect transistors19 and some have already shown promise as HTM for 

perovskite solar cells.20-22 Our group recently published a novel 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-

octaethoxyphthalocyanine manganese nitride (OEtPcMnN) complex that displayed fast electron 

transfer kinetics, high stability, and relatively good solubility in common organic solvents.23 

We are interested in investigating if  OEtPcMnN may be applicable as an improved HTM and 

herein work to characterize this material to determine its suitability. 

5.2 Results and Discussion 

5.2.1 Absorption and Emission of OEtPcMnN 

The properties of Pcs particularly in the solid state are highly affected by their 

orientation and the creation of thin films can be sensitive to processing conditions. Therefore, 

the absorbance spectra in different solvents were measured to investigate and potential 

differences observed that might be of importance to selecting processing conditions (Fig. 5.1) 

As is typical of metalated Pcs, OEtPcMnN has a peak at 760nm, deemed Q-band of the 
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monomeric form, with a small shoulder centered at 685nm, typically considered a vibrational 

satalite24, as well as a peak at 330 nm identified as the B-band. These bands are shifted relative 

to unsubstituted Pcs which is most likely a function of the ethoxy substituent’s electron-

donating nature.25  
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Figure 5.1: UV-vis spectra of OEtPcMnN in the following solvents taken in air: (a) Benzene 

(6.4 µM) (b) Benzene at different concentrations (inset) (c) DCM (4.3 µM) (d) 

fluorobenzene (4.3 µM) (e) glyme (4.3 µM) (f) THF (4.3 µM) 

The differences observed while varying the solvents most notably manifest in a spread 

of 15 nm of the Q-band maxima (from 752nm in THF to 767nm in DCM) while the B-band 

shows a much smaller spread of 3nm (330nm in THF to 333 in DCM) (full data can be found 

in Figs. 5.9-5.14). The ordering from shortest to longest λmax for the Q-band is: THF < Benzene 

< Glyme < Fluorobenzene < DCM which is relatively similar to that of the B-band order of 

THF ~Glyme < Benzene < Fluorobenzene < DCM. Solvent dipole moment, polarity, and 

coordinating ability as well as aromaticity are known to effect Pc absorption spectra but either 

destabilization of the HOMO or stabilization of the LUMO.26-28 Polar, coordinating and 

aromatic solvents are known to give the most red-shifted spectra, although these effects can be 

complex. Increases in solvent polarity correspond to red-shifted Q-band but the magnitude of 

shift following increasing polarity is different for non-coordinating solvents (e.g.,  hexanes, 

toluene, benzene) which give more red-shifted Q-bands than for oxygen-containing solvents 

(e.g. glyme, THF).29 It does appear that both of these trends hold in our data with the oxygen 

containing solvents showing more blue-shifted Q-band and B-band peaks and the other 

solvents matching what is observed in literature. 

These effects can also be observed in the emission spectra for the singlet state (Fig. 

5.2). It is worth noting that the fluorescence of OEtPcMnN in solution at room temperature is 

difficult to measure because of fluorescence quenching of our Pc with oxygen as well as  the 

electron-donating nature of the ethoxy substituents pushing the absorption and emission to long 
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enough wavelengths (> 740 nm) such that non-radiative decay becomes a more dominant 

pathway for relaxation thus our data was collected at 77 K .30 
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Figure 5.2: Singlet fluorescence spectra of OEtPcMnN at 77K under air atmosphere in the 

following solvents: (a) Benzene (b) DCM (c) fluorobenzene (d) glyme (e) THF (f) all 

emission spectra overlayed. The excitation pulse was at 650nm. 

 

 

A similar trend to that of the absorbance data in the shortest to longest λmax for the Q-band 

emission is seen Benzene < THF < Glyme ~Fluorobenzene < DCM. This indicates the trend 

discussed for the absorption spectra is consistent with what is seen in the emission spectra. The 

data from these experiments in summarized in Table 5.1  

 

Solvent Absorbance λ
max

(nm) Emission λ
max 

(nm) Stokes Shift λ
max 

(nm) 

Benzene 756 774 18 

DCM 767 793 26 

Fluorobenzene 760 778 18 

Glyme 758 778 20 

THF 752 777 25 

 

Table 5.1: Metrics for the solution-state absorbance and singlet emission of OEtPcMnN in 

different solvents. Values taken from spectra in  Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. 

We observe a relatively small Stokes shift on par with other substituted Pcs which is typically 

ascribed to their rigidity.31 There is an interesting deviation from the trends discussed above: 

the Stokes shift in benzene and fluorobenzene is smaller than might be predicted which we 

posit might be due to the ability of these solvents to form π-interactions with OEtPcMnN 
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preventing re-arrangement in the excited state and decreasing the Stokes shift. This behavior 

of OEtPcMnN in solution can be compared to the behavior in the solid state. 

Thin films of OEtPcMnN were then fabricated through spin-coating benzene solutions 

onto ITO/glass substrates (Fig. 5.3, fabrication conditions as well as film thicknesses are 

detailed in the experimental section in Table 5.4).   

 

Figure 5.3: Picture of OEtPcMnN thin films. 

The absorbance spectra of these films were taken in both air (Fig. 5.4 (a)) and air-free 

conditions (Fig. 5.4 (b)) and show minimal differences between the two (Fig. 5.4 (c)). 

However, there is a clear dependence of the absorption spectra on processing conditions.  After 

fabrication, the films were dried under vacuum and subsequently stored under nitrogen 

atmosphere where the two thinnest films (5.3 and 5.4) changed color from green to purple (Fig. 

5.3).  
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Figure 5.4: Absorbance spectra of OEtPcMnN thin films under (a) air atmosphere (b) N2 

atmosphere (c) comparison of air and N2 atmospheres for film 5.2. Full details of film 

formation can be found in Table 5.4. 

The Q-bands for all thin films were red-shifted when compared (Fig. 5.5) to the absorbance of 

the benzene solution shown in Fig. 5.1. 

 

Fig 5.5: Comparison of solution-state and thin film absorbance. 

X-ray crystallography  experiments done previously32 indicate that  OEtPcMnN prefers 

to adopt a slipped stack conformation with the nitrides pointing in opposite directions. In 

evaporated thin films of PcM complexes with axial ligands a slipped stack conformation is 
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typically associated with a red-shifting of the absorbance spectrum like seen here, however, 

PcTiO and PcVO complexes are known to form several polymorphs in thin films which can 

lead to differences in the absorption spectra depending on which phase is dominant.33-35 

Additionally, PcTiO can exhibit differences in which polymorph is dominant in the initial 

layers versus in the bulk of thicker films.36 Work using substituted Pcs and thin films created 

through spin-coating show similar evidence of shifting conformations over time.37, 38  With this 

work in mind we suggest that the differences in the absorption can be attributed to differences 

in packing that are dependent on film thickness and that over time we observe a morphing on 

the packing in 5.3 and 5.4 to lower energy conformers. Additionally , the sudden broadening 

of the absorption bands from solution to thin films is most likely a result of interactions 

between adjacent OEtPcMnN molecules.39 The combination of the axial ligation and ring 

substitution in OEtPcMnN should suppress aggregation in solution40 and we observe no 

discernable aggregation over a range of concentrations  in benzene solution (Fig. 5.1) 

indicating this is most likely an effect of the spin-coating process. 

Evidence for different conformers in the thin films is also present in the emission 

spectra as there are now two emission peaks (Fig. 5.6) whose intensity changes with 

temperature. 
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Figure 5.6: Temperature-dependent singlet emission data taken in air-free conditions for 

thin films (a) 5.1 (excitation at 633nm) (b) 5.2 (excitation at 633nm) (c) 5.3 (excitation at 

633nm) and (d) 5.4 (excitation at 633nm). 

These peaks show differing ratios between them that correlate with film thickness with 

the higher energy peak being more intense for thinner films and the lower energy peak being 

more intense for thicker films. Additionally, the intensity of the emission peaks decrease with 

increasing temperature which may be both attributed to increasing dominance of non-radiative 

decay at longer wavelengths30 as discussed in the solution state case as well as the potential for 
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aggregation to quench fluorescence.41 When the emission of the benzene solution is compared 

with the emission of the thin films, there is good overlap with the higher energy emission peak 

in all cases (Fig. 5.7, Table 5.2). This could potentially indicate conformational similarity 

between the higher energy peak in thin films and solution.  

 

Figure 5.7: Comparison of singlet emission data in benzene solution (gray trace, 

excitation at 650nm) versus thin films (a) 5.1 (red trace, excitation at 633nm) (b) 5.2 (red 

trace, excitation at 633nm) (c) 5.3 (red trace, excitation at 633nm) and (d)  5.4 (red trace, 

excitation at 633nm). All measurements taken at 77K. 
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When comparing the λmax for both emission peaks the values are largely in agreement across 

all samples (Table 5.2). 

 

 Emission λ
max peak 1 

(nm) Emission λ
max peak 2 

(nm) 

Benzene Solution 774 - 

5.1 778 870 

5.2 774 866 

5.3 778 864 

5.4 785 864 

Table 5.2: Relevant metrics for the emission of OEtPcMnN in benzene solution as well as 

in thin films. 

Further characterization using XRD could help to elucidate the conformers responsible for the 

emission pattern. 

5.2.2 Lifetime Measurements 

To better understand the excited state dynamics, we also measured the photoluminescent 

lifetimes using time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) in both the solution-state and 

thin films. In solution, OEtPcMnN shows a lifetime that was outside the limit of detection at 

room temperature. When cooled to 77K the determined  lifetime was best fit with a mono-

exponential decay curve (Fig. 5.8). These lifetimes are relatively consistent with those of 

similarly substituted Pc macrocycles however these macrocycles are fluorescent at room 

temperature.30, 42 
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Figure 5.8: Time correlated single photon counting data for OEtPcMnN in different 

solvents at 77K. 

The full data for all solvents is summarized in Section 5.8 Table 5.5 but it is worth noting there 

are no significant differences between solvents. It is possible that the relatively limited 

fluorescence at room temperature and the shortened lifetime could be due to quenching with 

oxygen and the experiment should be repeated under straight air-free conditions to test this. 

However, the hypothesis of oxygen quenching the fluorescent lifetime is supported as the thin 

film fluorescence lifetimes were collected under vacuum and showed longer lifetimes than in 

solution. For the thin film measurements, the lifetimes of both emission peaks were recorded 
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(Fig. 5.9). It was noted that the higher energy peak showed a bi-exponential decay in the fitting 

while the lower energy peak was best fit with a mono-exponential decay and demonstrated a 

longer lifetime (full details can be found in Section 5.8, Table 5.6).  

 

 

Figure 5.9: Time correlated single photon counting data for OEtPcMnN thin films (a) 5.1 

(b) 5.2 (c) 5.3 (d) 5.4 at 300K in vacuum. 
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All four thin films show relatively similar lifetimes for both peaks although sample 5.3 (Fig 

5.9 (c)) does exhibit shorter lifetimes than the other samples possibly indicative of higher levels 

of defects in the thin film that facilitate rapid non-radiative energy transfer.  

5.2.3 Energy-level Determination 

Next, we wanted to correlate our spectroscopic observation with the energy levels of our 

OEtPcMnN in both thin films and the solution-state. To do this we used a combination of optical 

band gap estimations and cyclic voltammetry (CV) to determine the positions of the HOMO 

and LUMO. The optical bandgap was determined using the Tauc method of analyzing the 

absorption spectra for both the benzene solution (Fig. 5.10 (a)) and one of the thin films (Fig. 

5.10 (b)). 

 

Figure 5.10: Tauc plot of (a) solution-state absorbance using data shown in Fig. 5.1. (b) 

thin film 5.2 using data shown in Fig. 5.5. 

This analysis showed that the red-shift observed when moving from solution to thin film results 

in a reduction of the bandgap by 0.4 eV.43 The energy levels of the HOMO and LUMO can 

also be estimated from CV in both solution-state (Section 5.9 Fig. 5.29) and thin film (Section 

��� ���
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5.9 Fig. 5.30) by looking at the onset of the first oxidation and reduction peaks which can then 

be correlated to HOMO and LUMO energies versus vacuum.44  

 

Figure 5.11: (a) CV of a DCM solution (0.29mM) solution of OEtPcMnN onto a 3mm 

diameter glass carbon working electrode with a Pt wire counter electrode, a Pt wire 

pseudo-reference electrode, and internally referenced to Fc at the end. Supporting 

electrolyte solution is [NBu4] [PF6] (0.1M) in DCM. Taken at a scan rate of 0.20V/s. (b) 

CV of thin film drop-cast from a DCM (0.56mM) solution of OEtPcMnN onto a 3mm 

diameter glass carbon working electrode with a Pt wire counter electrode, a Pt wire 

pseudo-reference electrode, and internally referenced to Fc at the end. Supporting 

electrolyte solution is KCl (0.1M) in DI water. Taken at a scan rate of 0.25V/s. 

It is worth noting that the only peaks observed for the thin film CV in water were the initial 

two oxidative peaks. These peaks are irreversible which may be due to the dissolution of the 

thin film into water as well as the water sensitivity of the charge states; therefore, the bandgap 

and LUMO are only estimated from optical methods. It is worth nothing that for the CV 

measurements the solution-state CV was obtained in DCM and the thin film created for CV 

was drop cast from a DCM solution. This was due to the experimental difficulty of obtaining 

��� ���
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a CV in benzene and may cause some shifts in the values since we can see there is a difference 

in the absorption spectra between benzene and DCM that may hint at small differences in the 

energy levels in these solvents. For this reason, in comparing the solution and thin film the 

optical method is used.  From the first oxidation we can determine where the energy levels lie 

relative to vacuum. The values for these experiments are summarized in Table 5.3. 

 λmax(nm) Eg
opt(eV) Eg

CV(eV) HOMOCV(eV) LUMOCV(eV) LUMOopt(eV) 

Solution 756 1.5 1.2 -5.0 -3.8 -3.5 

Thin Film 800 1.1 - -5.4 - -4.3 

 

Table 5.3: Data for the determination of the HOMO and LUMO energies of OEtPcMnN 

in solution and thin films. 

The determined energy levels match with similar complexes as well as the DFT calculated 

HOMO energy we previously published.30, 32 With the band gap and the energy level of the 

ground state we can build a picture of what our molecular energy levels look like (Fig. 5.12). 
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Figure 5.12: Diagram of the energy levels of OEtPcMnN in both solution state and thin 

films. 

This data indicates that the HOMO of our complex in the solid state is stabilized relative to 

that of Spiro-MeOTAD45 but still lying above that of common perovskite materials which 

indicates this could allow for more efficient energy transfer between our compound and 

perovskites.  

5.3 Summary 

The optical and electronic properties of OEtPcMnN in both solution and thin films were 

investigated in order to determine its utility as a HTM. OEtPcMnN showed similar absorbance 

behavior in both solution- and solid-state although the thin films showed band broadening as 
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well as a red-shift, indicative of the increasing electronic overlap between adjacent Pc rings. 

While both solution and solid state showed one emission peak around 780 nm, thin films 

showed an additional peak at 860-870 nm most likely due to different conformations of 

OEtPcMnN in thin films. Additionally the emission at room temperature was relatively low, 

common for Pcs with long emission wavelengths.30 The energy levels were determined to be 

sufficiently close to that of perovskites for use as  HTM. Further work is needed to optimize 

the thin film fabrication conditions in order to reduce the variation in morphology observed. 

Additionally, this material should undergo further testing to determine if its experimental hole 

mobility is suitable for use in solar cells. Finally, testing this material along with a suitable 

perovskite in a solar cell along with atmospheric testing could be used to show this material 

offers protection against perovskite degradation. 

5.4 Experimental  

5.4.1 General Considerations 

Techniques and Reagents. All air-free manipulations were performed under an atmosphere of 

dry, oxygen-free N2 within an MBraun glovebox (MBRAUN UNIlab Pro SP Eco equipped 

with a −40°C freezer), or by standard Schlenk techniques. Pentane, hexanes, benzene, diethyl 

ether, DCM, and THF (inhibitor-free) were dried and degassed on an MBraun Solvent 

Purification System and stored over activated 4 Å molecular sieves. All other solvents 

(chloroform, DMF) were degassed by freeze-pump-thaw and stored on activated 4 Å molecular 

sieves prior to use. MnCl2 were purchased from Strem Chemicals, Li metal, 2,3-

dicyanohydroquinone from Acros Organics, and ethyl iodide from Alfa Aesar and all were 

used without further purification. All other reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Fisher 

Scientific, or VWR and used without further purification. OEtPcMnCl and OEtPcMnN were 
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synthesized following our previous report.32 Celite® and 4 Å molecular sieves were dried at 

250 °C under dynamic vacuum (<0.1 Torr) for 24 h prior to use. All water used in syntheses 

was de-ionized. 

5.4.2 Syntheses 

OEtPcMnN was synthesized following the procedure outlined in Scheme 5.1. 3,6-

Diethoxyphthalonitrile (Scheme 5.1, OEtPn) and OEtPcLiH were synthesized as detailed in 

Chapter 2. OEtPcMnCl and OEtPcMnN were synthesized according to modified procedures from 

our previous work.32 

 

Scheme 5.1: Synthetic scheme of OEtPcMnN from a phthalonitrile precursor. 

OEtPcMnCl. OEtPcLiH (2.118g, 2.4mmol, 1 eq.) was slurried with MnCl2 (2.115g, 16.8mmol, 

7eq.) and NaHCO3 (1.016g, 12.1mmol, 5 eq.) in DMF (23mL). The mixture was heated in 

open air to 100℃ for 5.5 hours, during which time the solution changed from green to purple. 

After cooling to room temperature water (150mL) was added and allowed to stir for 1 hour. 
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The solution was then filtered over a glass frit, washed with water (150mL) and OEt2 (150mL). 

The result red powder was dried under vacuum and then recrystallized for further use layer 

DCM/hexanes. Yield: 1.86g (80%). 1HNMR (600MHz, CD2Cl2) 𝛅 6.66 (bs), 1.76 (bs). 

 

OEtPcMnN. OEtPcMnCl (2.439g, 2.6mmol, 1eq.) was stirred in MeOH (200mL) at room 

temperature. While stirring, concentrated NH4OH (2.6mL, 36.4mmol, 14 eq.) was slowly 

added dropwise.  After the addition of NH4OH was complete, Clorox Bleach® (22mL, ~6 eq.) 

was added dropwise during which time the solution turned from deep red to green. The solution 

was stirred at room temperature for 5 minutes then cooled in an ice bath and stirred for an 

additional 10 minutes. Once cool, DCM (150mL) was slowly poured into the solution, allowed 

to stir for 5 minutes, then water (100mL) was added, and stirred for an additional 5 minutes in 

the ice bath. Separation of the biphasic solution was done using a separatory funnel at room 

temperature. The organic layer was washed with water until the aqueous layer was clear and 

colourless, organic layer was then washed with brine, and isolated. The DCM was removed 

under vacuum, the solid dissolved in benzene, filtered over a celite plug, and the benzene was 

removed under vacuum. The solid was recrystallized from layer DCM/pentane. Yield: 2.00g 

(83.9%). 1HNMR (600MHz, CDCl3) 𝛅 7.63 (s, 8H), 4.96 (q, J= 7Hz, 16H), 1.83 (t, J=7Hz, 

24H). 

5.4.3 Thin Film Fabrication 

Thin films of OEtPcMnN were fabricated using the following procedure. First the ITO/glass 

substrates were cleaned in detergence then sonicated in DI water, rinsed in DI water, sonicated 

in acetone, rinsed with acetone, sonicated in isopropyl alcohol, rinsed with isopropyl alcohol 
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and dried with compressed air. The slides were then covered and dried in an oven overnight at 

100℃ 

The active layer was spin-coated in air using a solution of OEtPcMnN in benzene (10mg/mL) 

utilizing the spin-coating parameters and sample aliquots shown below in Table 5.4. The 

thicknesses were measured using a profilometer (Ambios). 

Film ID Spin Speed (rpm) Spin Time (s) Aliquot Vol. (µL) Thickness (nm) 

5.1 700 30 25 100 

5.2 1000 30 25 - 

5.3 1310 30 25 30 

5.4 1310 30 25 20 

 

Table 5.4: Spin coating parameters for creation of thin films. 

5.4.4 Electronic Spectra Measurements 

Absorbance spectra were collected on a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 750 UV/Vis spectrometer using 

a quartz cuvette (Starna Cells) for solution state measurements and ITO-coated glass slides 

(MSE supplies). Optical bandgaps were determined by absorption onset using the Tauc 

method. Air-free and temperature dependent solid-state measurements were taken by mounting 

samples in a closed-cycle nitrogen cryostat, pumping down to vacuum (10-5 Torr), and using a 

LakeShore autotuning temperature controller. Photoluminescence spectra were taken using an 

Acton Research SPC-500 monochromator and a charge-coupled device camera (Princeton 

Instruments PIXIS: 400). For the steady-state temperature-dependent measurements a HeNe 

laser was used coupled with a long pass filter (650nm, Thor Labs). 

Photoluminescence decays were taken using the TCSPC method with a Ti:Sapphire tunable 

laser (Coherent Mira 900) with 1020fs pulses with 50ns between pulses using a CCD detector 
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set to detect the wavelength of maximum emission intensity. The repetition rate of the laser 

was reduced by a homemade acousto-optical pulse picker.  

5.8 Lifetime Measurement Data 

Solvent A1 𝜏1 (ns) 

Benzene 3.69 0.035 

DCM 8.28 0.038 

Fluorobenzene 4.46 0.039 

Glyme 1.38 0.037 

THF 3.06 0.039 

 

Table 5.5: Relevant metrics from the fitting of solution state lifetime data for OEtPcMnN. 

 

Sample ID 
Detection 

Wavelength (nm) 
A1 𝜏1 (ns) A2 𝜏2 (ns) 

5.1 860 1.02 0.79 - - 

 760 0.46 0.24 0.51 0.65 

5.2 860 0.97 0.75 - - 

 760 0.54 0.26 0.46 0.64 

5.3 860 0.96 0.58 - - 

 780 0.65 0.12 0.32 0.55 

5.4 860 1 0.76 - - 

 780 0.49 0.22 0.54 0.62 

 

Table 5.6: Relevant metrics from the fitting of thin film lifetime data for OEtPcMnN. 

5.4.5 Electrochemical Measurements 
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CV was performed on a CH Instruments 630E Electrochemical Analysis Potentiostat. Unless 

otherwise noted, the working electrode was a 3mm diameter glassy carbon (CH Instruments) 

and was cleaned prior to each experiment by sequentially polishing with a gradient of 1.0 μm, 

0.3 μm, and 0.05 μm alumina (CH Instruments) on a cloth pad, followed by rinsing with 

distilled water and acetone. The Pt wire pseudo-reference and counter electrodes were rinsed 

with distilled water and acetone and heated white-hot with a butane torch. All measurements 

were performed on recrystallized product and referenced to the Fc/Fc+ redox couple unless 

otherwise stated. 
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